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WEATHER FORECAST
Rain or Snow Tonight and
Saturday

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's So

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1911

VOL. XXXI I No. 105.

CITY EDITION

BOSS COX NOT GUILTY

NO TROOPS THROUGH HERE
FRUIT STEALERS GO TO PEN
Taking the shortest routes to the
banta Fe, N. M., March 10 Three
Mexican border the great bulk of the
years in the penitentiary was the
sentence given to Cleofes . Alarid
regular troops being hurried south
ward by the United States governand Thomas Sena for stealing pears
ment will not pass through Las Ve
from a Santa Fe orchard. They were
gas.
tried in the district court
Early in the Mexican revolu
before
tlonary troubles several squadrons of
Judge John R. McFie and found guilty. There has been so much com
cavalry passed through here and
about a week ago a couple of troops
plaint from orchardists for the past
of recruits for the cavalry service
few years that it was freely predicted
were detoured through Las Vegas,
AMBASSADOR mat an example would be made of DUPONT DE NEMOURS
BARON
UCHIDA,
COMPANY'S
was stated at that time, however, the
some one if the thieves were detect
DENIES
TO WASHINGTON,
PLANT
AT
PLEASANT
on
were
PRAIRIE,
ed.
troops
the way to Arizona
WILD RUMOR
The troops from Fort Leavenworth
WIS.. BLOWS UP
Crescendo Rael was given not lees
made the trip to Texas over the Mis
than nine nor
more than
twelve
souri, Kansas and Texas lines, while NOT SEEKING NAVAL BASE monthB in the penitentiary on' the
LITTLE VILLAGE LEVELED
those from Colorado were sent down
charge of attempted arson.
over the Colorado and Southern. A
sentence was suspended in the
LASTING FOR few officers not attached to regular THE
APPEARS ON SURFACE AT LEAST,
BITTER DEBATE,
NO case of John L.
HAS MADE
MIKADO
SOCIALISTS WEEDED OUT
Dulling at the re HOUSES WITHIN A RADIUS OF
Mexl-calaIS
commands
MOVEMENT
been
have
THE
THAT
10.
ON
MAG
HAD
March
PART
THIS
TO
quest of the Santa Fe railroad, as
MOVE
SECURE
Mex.,
HOURS,
going through
Fuly
v
FIVE MILES REDUCED TO
here, however, during the past two
the alleged shortage in accounts is
equipped except as to rifles, 107 Mex
PEACEFUL ONE
BAY OR CHALLI3
OF BUDGET
KINDLING WOOD
or three days.
leans sent down by the revolutionary
said to have been made up by the
defendant, who for years was a trust
junta. in Los Angeles, joined the In
PREPARE FOR LONG STAY surrectos yesterday. The Americans, VIOLENCE ONCE IMMINENT
HIS STATEMENT OPPORTUNE ed employe of the raljroad.
BUT ONE MANWAS KILLED
NEW AERIAL SPEED RECORD
who consistend largely of member
Mourmeion, France, March 10. In
ROLLER THROWN TWICE
Workers of the LEADER OF UNIONISTS OFFERED a flight in a
SAN DIEGO WILL BE WESTERN of the Industrial
monoplane yesterday with WILL HAVE TENDENCY TO AL- INCLUDING
Wichita, Kans., March 10. George OTHER EMPLOYES,
World and who planned to establish
two
BASE OF OPERATIONS; TEXAS
passengers,
established
Nleuport
TO THROW OUT NATIONALLAY FEARS OF IRRESPONHackenschmldt
a socialistic Utopia in Lower Califr- Dr.
LIVE
threw
TO
Roller
SUPERINTENDENT,
new
record for epeed. He covered
POST NORTHERN
IST MEMBERS
twice last night. Hackenschmldt threw
SIBLE EXTREMISTS
nia, have all been ellminatod from the
68.5 miles at a speed of 64 miles an
TELL TALE
Roller through the ropes twice and
rebel force,
hour.
Washington, March 10. With all
was
hissed for his roughness.
10.
con
London, Maroh 10j After a
"Japan
Mjaroh
Wasbin(gton,
Pleasant Prairie, Wis., March 10.
the details of the great southward
tinuous session lasting many hours,
effort
ithe
made
never
has
slightest
Hardly a house in a thjckly populat
movement of troops completed, and
occupied by a discussion of the laud
to obtain from Mexico, any concesed farming country within a radius
the scene of activity shifted from ATLANTA WARMLY
DEFEAT,
of ANOTHER
clauses
the
the
house
of
budget,
sion for a coaling station for naval FOREIGN
of five miles from here, is habitable
FORCES
Washington to the field, army head
commons rose at 10 o'clock tllis
uses of Magdalena Bay or Challis,
today, the result of an explosion last
quarters today was awaiting the arThe debate was the most
or any other point on the coast of
rival of the units of moving
night, of five magazines filled with
WELCOMES TAFT morning.
FOR THE REBELS Mexico."
bitter that has been heard In the lowat their objective points. Major
and black powder at the
HONDURAS
dynamite
QUIT
er chamber for' ten years. Taunts
This was the declaration made by
General Carter, commander of the
Dupont de Nemours Powder company
and insults were hurled fast and fuBaron Uchlda, Japanese ambassador
division which is concentrating
at GENUINE SOUTHERN
plant.
AT ST. AUGUSTINE. I NSU R R ECTft
HOSPITAL
San Antonio, will arrive at the Texas
riously, and at one time a riot was
to Washington, when his attention PEACE AGAIN REIGNS IN LITTLE
One man, E. S. Thompson, was
ITY ACCORDED PRESIDENT
BAND
IS
DECISIVELY LICK-Ethreatened, when Captain Craig, leadwas called- today- to published state
post tomorrow. By that time nearly
killed, one seriously injured, and sevBANANA REPUBLIC ON THE
THERE TODAY
BY FEDERALS
er of the unionists, told the chair
all the troops will have reported.
ments .that through, secret treaties or
eral hundred painfully hurt The
ISTHMUS
that if the presiding officer would
It was stated today that Major
with fresiaent
other arrangements
greater number of residents of this
General Leonard Wood probably
Ji Jfaso, Tex., March 10.
Atlanta, Ga., March 10. A genuine give the word, the opposition would
A fight Diaz," Japan had either acquired or
Bristol, a,nd those of the survillage,
Puerto
10.
Cortez, Honduras, March
welcome was given gladly throw the entire nationalist took place
would go to the border in April to ly
ng
rounding
yesterday at the St. Agus- - was about to acquire a coaling station
country, have packed
The American and British blue
inspect the camps and the com- to President Taft in Atlanta today, party out of the house, A hurricane tine ranch .opposite
coast.
mov
household
and
Fabens, Texas, 28 or naval base on the Mexican
goods
were
withdrawn
jackets
from San
when he came to deliver the closing of angry retorts came from the Irish miles east of El
mands.
The statement of Baron Uchlda
ed away until their homes can be
Paso, between a band
It was announced last night that address before the great Southern members and it was some time be of sixty lnsurrectos and one hundred comes at an opportune ume ana Pedro Sula yesterday and the town rebuilt.
was
over
turned
to
the representaA reception fore order was restored.
8,000 officers of the national guard Commercial Congress,
thirty-fiv- e
There is still at the site of the
federals, who were sent out should allay the fears of those who tives of the Honduran government.
throughout the country will be in committee representing the state and
from Juarez yesterday. The insur have anticipated a possible war with Guards were also withdrawn from the plant, in practically open shape and
vited to witness the operations of city met the presidential train en
TALES OF AWFUL SUFFERING . rectos were defeated. Their officers the Mikado's empire.
trains and the revolutionary army liable to instant explosion, sufficient
the United States army in Texas, route to Atlanta. The president was
March 10. More grae. quit early in the fight. About half
disbanded.
powder to cause far greater damage
Washington,
for their .own Instruction in handl- kept busy almost every minute from some stories of the horrors of the the band were Americans.
The
ACCUSER ARRESTED
than the blast of last night.
beJUDGE'S
It
is
the time of his arrival in the city. Chinese famine were
ing large bodies of troops.
March 10. Mrs. Margaret
HERALD FILES PAPERS
reported at the lieved many of them were catpured.
magazines that exploded contained
Denver,
Among the features of the day's pro state department late yesterday from
Santa Fe, N. M., March 10. Incor- 150 tons of finished dynamite, 130
Twenty insurreotoa came across the Miller, who accused Lnstncx jnuse
gram was a luncheon at the Capital the consul general at Shanghai, who river
Call It Alias Maneuvers
M. Whitford of accepting a poration papers of the Herald Pub- tons of the unfinished explosive,
were
and
an
disarm
captured
Greeley
execuSan Antonio, Tex., March 10. Peo. City club, a reception at the
sums up conditions at the beginning ed by United SUies troops.
kegs of finished jrian powder nd
The bribe 'to sentence union coal miners lishing company were filed yesterday
tive mansion, an address to the ne- of
pie here don't know just bow to
2f.OO0 kesra of nnflnlabrkl
February. One traveler reported tnciurrectoa worrr
hwA that foi. oorot.eirap of" court, wu last night- In the office of Territorial Secretary
the
at
a
and
dinner
of
the
13 dead bodlea in 13 milec baa been
city,
The emot eaiw of tif eaaHMfon
isnatei the concentration ot troops, groes
warrant charging pe- Nathan Jaffa. The 'company fcr cap
In the vicinity arretted on
o they call It "alias maneuvers." In Piedmont Driving club, concluding vwlng
on the road. The missionaries tell of Juarez concentrating
urv and conspiracy. With whom Hie ltallzed at S100.0OO, divided Into one has not been learned. N4 one 1 pera
of
with
view
attacking
commer
an
before
with
the
address
ot
72
75
next
hours
thousand
value
the
not
recked
of
shares
of
the
mile
Is
the
within
ty
troop trains
mltted
a
par
of the natives eating cakes made cf that town, It is said.
have
conspired
to
Is supposed
are scheduled to arrive. The Seven- cial congress on the subject of "A leaves and stems mixed with millet
$100 each. . Its principal place of plant. The force of the explosion
make known. Mrs. Miner gave
arrived at mid- Greater Nation Through a Greater chaff, which they buy with he albusiness is Albuquerque and the ag was tremendous. It was felt as far
teenth Infantry
commit
the
legislative
before
Refugees Taken Prisoners
South." Mr. Taft leaves at midnight lowance from the government of 3
ent in charge is Edward A. Mann.
.west to
night.
Douglas, Ariz., March 10. One tee hearing in the impeachment, pro The company Is to engage in a sen east as Cleveland, Ohio and
for Augusta, where he will take a cents apiece.
The tree b:.d been
In
river.
the
wuuioru.
Chicago
Mississippi
Judge
hundred
fifty Mexican refugees from ceedings against
rest before the assembling of the ex- stripped of
al printing and publishing business
and had been eate
Troops Arrive at San Diego
windows were broken, buildmany
were
surrounded
this
American
by
city
and will issue a daily newspaper
San Diego, Calif., March 10. Troop tra session of congress.
ings rocked and hotel and theatre
troops when they gathered near the
called the Albuquerque Evening Hertrains began to arrive here early to
guests were alarmed. The property
were
border
placed KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
lat night. They
ald. The incorporators and directors
day, the Thirtieth Infantry being the
BARBARITY
SHOCKING
CORDIALLY
loss will be a million and a half.
SOUTH
and
held
are
arrest
under
being
for
E.
the first three months are J.
General Bliss and
first to appear.
10. United
Every house in Pleasant Prairie, a
Yuma, Ariz., March
here. The Mexicans began to flock
Saint, E. A. Mann, F. A. Hubbell,
staff are making preparations for a States
LECTURE
established
of seven hundred people, was
have
oucers
village
army
was
a
border
toward
when
the
Areport
J.
Venable and J. F. Albright. The
RECEIVES COLONEL
lone stay. Governor Vega, of Lower a number of facts in connection with
or badly damaged.
wrecked
The
received that- the rebel forces had
company starts business with a paid
California, ia expected to take the the death of a
was
school
was
Indian, whose
house
but
it
Pauago
wrecked,
Is
before
Prleta.
It
of
in
Agua
appeared
$3,000, $1,000 each being
capital
field soon with a portion of the 900
REPRESENTING
J. SHERLOCK,
was day before yesterday found ROOSEVELT'S
not necessary to dismiss the school
POPUMann
believed they massed with the intenA.
subscribed
E.
E.
J.
Saint,
by
men now available at Ensenada, to body
NATIONAL COUNCIL, HERE
tied to the tail of a wild horse.
putoday, every one of the forty-fiv- e
and F. A. Hubbell.
LARITY APPEARS NOT TO , tion of Joining the rebels in the event
the
seek battle with
insurgents
LAST NIGHT
or had moved
By following back the trail of the
was
either
injured
pils
on
an
assault
Prleta.
of
WANED
and
Agua
Generals
under
Berthold
HAVE
Leyva. horse the officers were led to a
place
WESTERGAARD
DEFEATS LEMON away with his or her parents. KenV
ten miles out on the desert. They
J- - Sherlock, repieF.
Last
March 10. Jesse osha, Milwaukee, and other nearby
BIG
evening
MURDERER
Neb.,
REWARD
FOR
Lincoln,
Germany Still Silent
Birmingham, Ala., March 10 Forfound a stump to which the horse
A determined effort is being made senting the national council of the Westergaard won a wrestling match cities suffered severely.
Berlin, March 10. Baron Waechter, had been tied while the' Indian was mer President Roosevelt arrived in
Holes fifty feet deep were torn Jin
Lemon last night in
secretary of state of foreign affairs, being fastened to the animal's tail. Birmingham this morning in accept- by Oregon officials to capture the Knights of Columbus, made an in- with John
v
hour
the
him
an
took
It
but
falls,
ground at the scene of the explo- a
Associated
authorized
the
to
straight
murderer
address
Edward
of
the
address
to
McCollough,
today
ance of an invitation
teresting and instructive
The escape of Superintendent
Press to state that Germany has made
National Child Conference tonight on merchant of Haines in that state. the members' of the Las Vegas coun and nineteen minutes to get the first sion.
33 minutes. Clarence Brady was remarkable.
came
fall.
in
second
The
He
no representations, whatever, to the
of
on
of
store
While in hla
the evening
the subject of "The Conservation
cil of the order. Many Knights were
was in the soda house with Engineer
United States on the subject of the FIRE DEVASTATES
Childhood." After finishing his break- February 28, McCullough was killed
represent to hear Mr. Sherlock s
were
The men
blown
Mexican situation.
Flynn.
fast the former president was greeted after a struggle by one or two un- marks and an informal reception was FIREMEN STRIKE ON
on
the
top
building,
through
landing
headed
committee
of
by
a
a
known
men,
ALASKA
reception
partial description
by
DOUGLAS,
in his honor, after the formal
of an adjoining magazine. This exGovernor O'Neal and Mayor Exum. one of whom has been 'obtained and given of the session.
OLD OFFICER, RETIRES
i
ploded and Brady and Flynn, the
K A
A .Mill I Mr Ki
When these formalities were conclud- sent to Sheriff Secundino Romero ot closing
Vv.
Washington, March 10. After near
I
Mr. Sherlock's lecture was on the
mJ
J
11
J J J m mm 4 111)
latter badly Injured, were thrown a
ly forty years of active service, Col, ISLAND CAMP IS THREATENED ed he was escorted to Capital Park, this county. The state of Oregon principles practiced' by. the Knights
hundred feet further. Brady escaped
HURRI-CANwhere he addressed the students of has offered a reward of $1,000 for the
WITH DESTRUCTION
Edwin B. Bolton was placed on the
of Columbus, as an order and the WHITE COAL HEAVERS ON QUEEN
'
At
school.
with mlnof bruises.
the
high
Birmingham
retired list of the army tqday on
Baker
while
murderer
of
the
FANS FLAMES
capture
manner, in which these are applicable
AND CRESCENT OBJECT TO
luncheon Colonel Roosevelt was the county has offered a similar amount. to the
account of age. Col- Bolton is from
membership.
NEGROES
guest of the business men of the city. The town of Haines has offered $200
Mississippi, and was graduated from
The cardinal virtues of the office
POLE DEFEATS FRENCHMAN
Juneau, Alaska, March 10. The lit
i
the West Point academy in 1875. His
and the citizens of the town raised are charity, unity, brotherly love and
town of Douglas, on Douglas Is
tie
10.
Salem, Mass., March, 10. Zhyzko,
White
Jackson Awaits Guest
Cincinnati, O., .March
entire service has been in the Infan
This patriotism. On these the speaker
$250 for a similar
purpose.
Polish wrestler, threw George La
the
OrNew
from
across
channel
on
the
Gastineau
March
firemen
10,
Cincinnati,
land,
Jackson, Miss.,
makes the capture of the murderers dwelt at some length and reviewed
try arm, n which he reached the
of .France in two straight
to. railroad,
Grange
wh-cPacific
Texas
Jackson
and
in
Roosevelt
will
be
leans
The
fire
is
Juneau
and
burning.
worth $2,450.
grade of colonel five years ago. His
the history of the organization
falls
last
night. The first fall was
struck
morrow
Crescent
and
and
extensive
route)
arrangements
(Queen
last command was that of the Fourth started in a barber shop has already
growth of the movement.
secured In 18 minutes, 60 eeconds;
enterordei
an
to
his
in
for
been
have
last
response
completed
night
He spoke of the different features
Regiment of Infantry, stationed at swept the greater portion of Front
tainment and
from a committee of Brotherhood of and the second in 7 minutes, 45
reception. He will
Fort Crook, Neb.
of the work of the order," e&.clally
street, and driven by a high wind, ia arrive at an early hour in the morn THOUSAND ACRES
Locomotive Firemen and Englnemen.
of the social and insurance features
The action was taken by the union
spreading rapidly. The .cold is in- ing and will remain in the city until
of
fundamental
and of the
principle
after a long conference with T. C
tense. Men from the Tread well gold one o'clock the next morning, when
the order, the education and develAPPROPRIATIONS OF
of the railroad, AVALANCHE CLAIMS
he will leave for New Orleans. The
WASHED INTO SEA opment of Catholic manhood. The Powell,
mines are fighting the flames.
an
be
will
an agreemen.
to
his
visit
in
feature
of
had
chief
failed
result
The telephone girl In the Doug'as
social work was commended as an
club.
were busy
before
officials
address
commercial
union
While
the
the
Insurance
and
the
OVER
attractive feature
10 MINERS VICTIMS
exchange telephoned Juneau that the During his stay in the city he will
Mr.
out
strike
the
orders,
sending
CALIFORNIA STORM, RAGING FOR and the moral and educational work
office is burning and that she would be the guest of Governor Noel.
to
Wash
a
dictated
telegram
were emphslzed as the most Import- Powell
A WEEK, REACHES CLIMAX
ington In which he asked mediation DEADLY SLIDES IN CALIFORNIA
THE EXACT FIGURES OF THE leave the building at once. Douglas
features.
ant
AROUND LOS ANGELES
New Orleans Ready
of the Federal authorities nnder the
is the seat of the famous Treadwoil
LAST CONGRESS WERE
PRACTICALLY
DESTROY 3
New Orleans, La., March 10. The
Erdman act.
mines, which employ in the neigh$1,025,489,662
10.
TITLE
March
The
New
THRIVING
DEFENDS
Los
DE
in
costliest
ORO
CAMPS '
and
borhood of 2,000 men,
.
Angeles,
Superintenbanquet ever given
New York. March JO Alfred d?
dent Kehzie has ordered all the men Orleans is to he the big feature of storm, which has been creeping south
GOVERNOR RECALLS MILITIA
Washington, March 10. Appropria out of the mines to fight the fire.
the entertainment program prepared over the state for the last week, Oro successfully defended his title Ok'ahoma City, Okla., March '10.
Carson, Nev., March 10. Avations of the last session of congress
In honor of Colonel Theodore Roose reached its climax around Los Ange- of pool champion of the world last The order issued by Governor L4e
in each instance
aggregated $1,025,489,662, according
velt's visit to this city tomorrow. Ten les late yesterday. Floods tore out night by defeating Thomas Hues ton Cruce last night assembling three lanches, traveling
atT'
two
and gathering
miles
least
TOPEKA
FOR
MORE
SHOPS
;
made
to statements;
today by Reprethousand dollars is to be expended Wagon bridges, blocked lnterurban of, St. Louis, 600 to 493. The final companies of the Oklahoma .militia
as they thunmomentum
and
bulk
10.
FollowMarch
70
sentatives Tawney of Minnesota, and
areas.
In
inundated
Kan.,
Oro
and
on
lines
block
de
In
ot
held
with
which
In
Topeka,
'the banquet,
the
will be
readiness because
great
points to be held
opened
mountain
dered
down
the
aides, swept
The Santa Barbara county more than a ahead, and by consistent playing he street car strike here, was, counterLivingston of Georgia, chairman and ing, the location of the general offices the old French opera house.
Mono
of
the
Lundy,
camps
mining
Rock
lines
of
Island
the
acOf
in
acres
of
800
of
land
rich
Cuban
bottom
will
195
thousand
the
vthe
out
function
be
ran
Topeka,
attended
manded early this morning. The
ranking democrat, respectively
by
points, but
committee on apropriationa' of the it ia probably that the general shops the leading citizens of New Orleana was j washed into the sea by the was his master. De Oro ran 55 con tion- followed a conference between and Jordan, In Mono county, Calif.,
swollen Santa Maria river. The dam- secutlve points, the highest ran of Governor Cruce, street railway off- last night At least ten persons were
last congress. Mr. Tawney estimates of the road for the southwestern dis- The Progressive League Is
of the killed. The big power plant at Jorthe Eurolus revenues next year will trict, now located at Horton,' Kan., of the affair and will pay all the 'ex- age caused by thestorm is estimated the match.,; Hueston's- - highest run icials and representatives
'
dan was destroyed.
31.
mv
at
in
was
$1,000,000.
strikers.
Topeka.
not be less than $26,540,000.
penses.
may be rebuilt
,

TROOPS RAPIDLY

RIOTOUS SCENES

CAN'T ATTRIBUTE

HAVOC WROUGHT

NEARING SAN

IN HOUSE OF

WAR SCARE TO

BY EXPLODING

JAPAN

DYNAMITE

Cincinnati, O., March 10. That
George ii. Cox Indicted banker and
politician, did nflt commit contempt
tf court when he criticized Judge
Frank Gorman of the common pleas
court and the grand jury who Indicted him for perjury was the finding
of two of three attorneys appointed
by Judge Gorman to Investigate the
affair. A dissenting opinion was
SCENE OF ACTIVITY SHIFTS FROM given by the third member of the TAUNTS AND INSULTS HURLED
committee. That the incident is not
BACK AND FORTH BY OPWASHINGTON TO THE
closed was indicated when Judge Gor-FIELD
POSING FACTIONS
man announced he would take the reunder
advisement
ports
It became
NO NEW DEVELOPMENTS known today that further sensational ROW OVER LAND CLAUSES
Indictments are imminent.
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$1,000,000,000
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1

ell

level and extended plain,-wadapU
ed to military exercises, where all
branches of the service could drill
within full view of each other. Many
Infantry officers, not young In the service, had never drilled
of the line. The army had bean divided among many different posts
with reduced garrisons. The concentration was not only of incalculable
benefit in the matter of instruction,
took 3,800 men four months but also enabled officers to revive
West Point,
former
friendships,
to reach Border
which were of great
advantage in
pefore mexican war
subsequent operations.
in
Information ' from Washington
Washington, March 10. The mob- October stated that It was not probilization of 3,800 soldiers preliminary able that any
invasion of
to the Mexican war, more than six would be made by Mexico, although
to threaten icnr
ty years ago, was not effected with It might continue
Con.modore ConMeanwhile
slons.
anything like the ease with which
the
lleet which bad
ner, commanding
twenty thousand troops are being been sent oft Vera Cruz, informed
propelled to the same spot today, him that "Mexico had accepted our
Lack of facilities for transportation
to arrange existing troubles
lack of telegraph communication proposal
and that no Mican
negotiations,
by
the
drawbacks
were part of the
and
were moving to the frontier,
troops
war department had not the excellent
which seemed to show tiat peaj was
control it has gained since the day
The to be unbroken.
of the Spanish war of 1898- In March, 1846, negotiations havmove
which
sureness
with
swift
the
fallen through, Taylor moveJ
ing
ment toward ,the border Is being southward to
the Rio Grands oppomade at present is in great contrast site
Matamoras, at the same time
with previous conditions.
upon the governors of LouisiThe United States army, in 1845, calling
ana and Texas for 5,000 volunteers. A
on the eve of the war with Mexico, field train and sledge
battery embarknumbered about five thousand men. ed under the convoy of the brig Pop
The advance to the Rio Grande unpoise and the cutte.r Woodbury for
der General Zachary Taylor was or Brazos- - The army was reunited at
dered by the war department. Al the Little Colorado in the latter part
though all dlplomatio intercourse be of March.
tween the two countries had been
Taylor moved eastward with his
suspended immediately after the an- main body May 1 to open communinexation of Texas, war was not con- cation with Point Isabel, where the
sidered imminent The advance was cruisers were. To
intercept his reregarded as merely precautionary, turn, the Mexican General
Arista
few persons believing that theie moved with about 6,000 men to Palo
would be other employment for the Alto, nine miles from Matamoras, and
troops than to check the incursions planted his forces across the road.
of Indian bands and serve to show Taylor's returning
column struck
the foreign powers that tlie United this position a week later, and gave
States was in control of the situation.. battle. The
prairie grass between
General Taylor, with headquarters the
contending lines took fire and
was ordeied behind the curtain of smoke Arista
Ht Fort JesBup, La.,
in March to move, with 3,600 men. attempted to turn the American left
to the Gulf Coast of Texas, read to when it ' was discovered that two
move to the Rio Grande. He de- guns were wheeled round to meet
scended the Mississippi to New Orit Under their steady fire the atleans in July, and proceeded to Cor- tacking column wae put to flight.
he The battle
pus" Chrlsti on the Gulf, where
May 9 at Resaca de la
awaited further instructions. At tne Palma decided the control of the Rio
t?me of these ordets the army consist Grade.
ed of two regiments of dragoond,
On May 13, before the news of
four regiments of artillery and eight these events had reached
Washington,
This force
regiments of Infantry.
congress declared war and authorized
occupied the poets along the Atlanta, the president to call for 50,000 volthe Gulf coast, the Mississippi and unteers for one year. General Taylor
the Great Lakes. It was Co easy mat was told that the public was impater to ooncentiare this little army. tient and without
waiting for rein
Much time was required,
frequsit forcements he must be "off for the
aDd unavoidable delays were certain
which were 500
to occur. ,
' halls of Montezuma,"
He was delayed by conOctober IS, Oftieral Taylor report- miles distant.
ed aa follows:, "All troops destine! flicting- instructions and by the ne
draft
light
cessity of sending for
for this point are now her In posi- steamers
to ascend the river. Monttion except Rinirold's company, dally
erey, on the high road from the river
Island. to
expected from St- - Joseph's
the City of Mexico, fell in Septeman
force
The report shows
aggregate
after which Taylor delayed with
ber,
present of 3,733. The longest march an armistice.
made by any of the troops was that
General WinField Scott was ordered
of the seven companies of the Second
to
take chief command In November
Dragoons with a train of fifty wagons
from Fort Jessup, which crossed the and conduct the war according to his
bomSabine into Texas and marched due own plan. He took the fleet to
west over broad, undulating prairies. bard Vera Cruz and in March, 1847,
Some of the streams were forded and entered the town and began to march
at others were ferries. The men and with 14,000 men toward the capital.
Cba- horses were in excellent condition af. Then followed the storming of
pultapec, a great military school sitter this long summer march."
Gneral Taylor had served In the uated on a rock, and the pursuit of
war of 1812 and when in command the fleeing enemy into the city in
at Corpus Christl was 61 years old. September, 1847.
The treaties which ended the war
It 1b doubtful If he or any other
fleer had ever seen so many of the gave to the United States, not only
regular army together; Convenient to Texas, hut New Mexico, California
the camp at Corpus .Christ! was a and Arizona. Colonel Phillip Kearney
had gained New Mexico hy his expedition to Santa Fe. Captain John C.
Fremont, who had started before the
war to explore California, drove the
Mexicans out of California and held
that state for the union.
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Formerly Athletics Were Compulsory to the Soldiers
Now They are Voluntary and the Change is for the Better

THAN NOW

EXPERT

To encourage athletics and thus .as- As an outlet for animal spirits, it Is
a great aid to contentment and good
g
sist In Improving the physical
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Athletics in the Army
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TriedManyRemediesbutGrewWorse
Impossible to Do Housework
Cured by Cutitura Soap
,
and Ointment.
i

to

" About six years aeo my hands began
crack and peel. I tried many rem
cuitro, uuv wurjr
Worse all the time.
At last they became
so sore tbat it was

impossible for ma
to do my housework. If I put my
hands in water I
was in agony; if I
tried to cook, the
heat caused intense
pain. I con.iulM'd a doctor, but without
After about a year
satisfaction.
the least
of this suffering, I got my first relief
when I tried Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
After using them for a week
Ointment.
1 found to my great del iglit t hat my hands
were beginning to feel much better, the
deepcraeks began tohonl upandstoprun-ninand in a little while my hands were
cured by using only one rake of Cuticura
Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointment.
I am very thankful to sov that I have
had no return of the skin disease since.
will publish this
I shall be glad if youknow
of Cuticura.
o that others may
Dnnforth St..
23
Mrs. Minnie Drew,
Jamaica Plain, Mass., April 20, 1010."
For thirty vpnrs Cuticurn Sonp and
Cutirura Oiritniont have iifforded speedy
relief to tens ftf thousands of
and disfigured sufferers from
rcshps, itrhinps, irritations and
chnfinas.
infancy to npe, bringing
comfort au t two tr, distracted houseail
else
failed.
holds when
g,

d

f--

CuNcira Rpmdipfl ere ttoiri throughout the cItS-lie- d
world. 1 'I 'it lru A t'liem Corp . Nolo Pmpe.,
"Ho

to

ttu u.t sua

Tn-s-
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ki u.l ikslp."

In Collier's Weekly

SALVATION

OF SOUTH

of the enlisted personnel of our
army, orders were issued several
years ago requiring monthly athletic
competitions at military posts and an
annual competitive meet of the selected athletes of each department. These
frequent posts contests soon degenerated into perfunctory affairs, in which
there was little if any real value and
recreation. It often happened, for instance, that captains had to order
out partioular men to compete and
thus, without the interest that active,
voluntary competition engendered,
most of these athletic events soon
ceased to have reason for existence.
Hence, after a thorough trial, the
number of post contests has been limited to one or two during the year,
while the departmental meet is still
held annually only in the Philippines.
This apparent dying out of Interest
In athletics is only a surface indication which applies to official athletics
or athletics done by order. Even
here, however, a normal, healthful
condition has been reached. The physical training of the recruit to begun
as soon aa he enters the service, and
is gradually developed under the care
and instruction of trained officers and
men. Athletic enthusiasm had reached euoh a high pitch in the military
service during 1903 and 1904 that a
certain amount of reaction was bound
to come. By those well acquainted
with the situation, however, it is felt
that athletics are being now more
sensibly conducted, and are doing the
enlisted men more good than during
those days of extreeme official interest in the subject. It la doubtful If
there ever has been wider participation in voluntary athletics in the military service than at .present
The athletic spirit is being remarkably developed among our enlisted
men, and it Is a powerful Influence
toward clean living, good discipline,
and contentment. As such it is recognized and encouraged in e
way by officers who have
the best interests of their commands
at (heprfj. The military authorities
authorize the expenditure of a cer
tain amount of organization funds to
buy the necessary equipment and ap
paratus needed for the sports in
which enlisted men take part. The

AGRICUL-

TURALLY LIES IN PROPER
CULTIVATION

Atlanta, Ga., March 10. The' salvation of the south agriculturally lies
of her soils
in the conservation
through proper cultivation and the
improvement of transport facilities,
in the opinion of Victor H. Olmsted,
chief of the Bureau of Statistics of
of
the United States Department
the
Agriculture, who addressed
Southern Commercial congress today.
Mr. Olmsted declared

that

,
In con-

serving her soils, the south must
make intelligent and economical use
of fertilizers where needed, rotate
her crops, and select the best varieties of seeds and plants obtainable.
"Good roads' said Mr. Olmsted,
'also must be the shibboleth in every
section and community, so that the
increasing volume of products can be
handled and delivered to shipping
points at the lowest possible ex- ipense. . The increase or rauroaa facilities must, and will, undoubtedly,
follow, and the south will thus
a preeminent position as a
wealth producer and take first rank
as a contributor to the nation's progress and prosperity.
"Already the south has emerged
from a .period extending over many
years of discouraging depression In
to a condition of abounding prosper
ity, and is contributing more than
any other single section to the agri
cultural wealth of the 'nation?
"I am going to call your attention
in partial proof of the foregoing
statement
to the recent figures
Issued
by the Bureau of Statis
tics of the Department of Commerce
and Labor. During the seven months
with January 31, 1911, the total value
of exports from the United States exceeded the value of the total imports
by $363,000,000.
During the same
period the value of cotton exported
was $443,000,000. Had It not been
for these exports of cotton the contribution of the south to the nation's
salable surplus there would have
been no excess in value of our total
exports oveo our total import.. There personja.1 interest t1i-- t Tnoers tako In
would have men a deficit amounting the physical training and sports of
to $80,000,tM). This is a fact stand their enlisted men Is manifested
ing out so prominently and clearly wherever there are troops, be it the
that it must oonmmand nat'onwlde United States, the Philippines, Hawaii
acknowledgement and appreciation.
Forto Rico, or Alaska, Experience
"Coincident with this highly grati and observation lead them to believe
fying fact stands the fact that, for strongly that athletics are not only
several years past, the southern pro- bringing entertainment to the men
duction of farm staples formerly Im- during their idle houro and periods of
ported from other sections of the recreation, but are contributing in a
country such as corn, meat, and oth- positive sense to their physical coner products, has been rapidly increas tentment and welfare, and by the In
ing to such an extent as to indicate culcation of the ideals of clean,-maclearly that the time is not far dis- ly sport, to their moral tone and bet
tant when the south will produce all terment.
these necessaries in quantities suf
In only one or two branches of ath
ficient for or greater than its local letics do the soldiers take little Ing
needs thus increasing its
terest. One of these Is American
power beyond the limits of in- Rugby, and the lack of participation
telligent prophesy, and contributing In It Is due to two reasons, namely,
to the economic growth of the nation the constantly changing rules of the
through Its growth.
game during the past few years and
The Improved methods of farming the inability to secure Instructors sufwhich
the national government, ficiently acquainted with the changes
through the Department of Agricul- to properly Impart the technical
ture, In conjunction with the state knowledge so necessary in this game.
agricultural colleges and experiment Besides, army duties and work are
stations, and farm demonstration of such a nature, that there Is InsufWork, Is constantly exploiting, are be ficient opportunity for the proper train
TO TRY DENNIS HART
ing rapidly extended through every ing of the soldier for this strenuous
Dennis Hart, the las Vegas boy, section of the south, and their re game. The risk of injury, with its atwho was arrested several months ago sults are plainly manifest.
tendant
disability disqualification,
on the charge of participation In the
"The products of vast sections of causes many soldiers to turn to othrobbery of the John Becker store at our country are limited, more or less, er sources for athletic amusement
conditions Soccer Is better adapted to the live3
Helen, likely will be tried for the by climatic and other
more Berious offense of postofflce which prevent a wide irange of pro and capacities of enlisted men, and
An Albuquerque
paper duction; and they ar, and will con this game is being developed at cerrobbery.
tinue to be, compelled ,to rely on tain posts where are stationed officers
sections for such necessities or or men who know something of its
other
terri
of
the
Fred
Fornoff
"Captain
torial mounted police, left yesterday luxuries as their own soils cannot requirements. At Plattsburg
the enlisted personnel of the
r
morning for Los Lunas with two grow.
"But itt our own beloved southland Fifth infantry played this game to a
prisoners who are to be tried at the
present session of the district court there is no such limitation. Anything remarkable extent last fall.
for Valencia county. One of the men
everythingthat ia grown in the It is not to be expected that much
Is Jack Miller, charged with com- north or west anywhere can be enthusiasm can be aroused in field and
plicity in the robbery of the John grown with equal, and, frequently, track athletics among the enlisted
Becker store at Belen. Miller and his greater success here; and, in addi men. These require special training
two alleged accomplices in this dar tion, we can and do produce enor and special adaptation. The necescom sary training is so protracted and ining robbery, Joe Grimes and Dennis mous quantities of agricultural
of sistent that good results can not be
the"
other
sections
raiodltles
that
BernaHart, have been held In the
lillo county Jail for safekeeping. Hart our country cannot grow. The soil expected (along these lines In the
and Grimes, both of whom have long products of the temperate zone, all army. Baseball is the game to which
and many tropical pro the enlisted man turns with intense
criminal records, will likely he tried
in the federal court on the charge ducts, can and are being grown In interest, both as an individual "and as
In a member of an organlzaion. There
of postofflce robbery. Luis Perez, the the southern states, in rapidly
to
is scarcely a regiment In the service
from
volumes
year.
year
creasing
taken
south
other prisoner
by Captain
of soil pos that is riot represented by its nine,
Fornoff, is charged with killing his The natural advantages
sessed by the southern states, the Selected from its best players. In adwife,"
dition, each company has its team to
greater length of their growing
.their superior climatic condi- represent it In the Tegmental league.
PILES CURED IN 6 TOi 14 DAYS
ttons, their increasing improvement As '"a result, it Is not uncommon to
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to in agricultural methods, their Improv- see at regimental posts a
cure any ease of Itchjrig, Blind, Bleed In gand growing means of transports- games going on at the same time.
soldiers are stationed,
"Wherever
In? or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
on
furnishes
.
baseball
50c.
refunded.
healthy recreation.
Three)
Or
(Continued
Page
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Beware of Imitations and substitutes unscrupulous
dealers ien you arc J"",r: ?
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
with the Intent to de

"

well-bein-

,

mm

By Palmar C. P lores

discipline.

are foisted on the people
dea!erSPrnlndfu1 of their
profits only and caring
celve by
s rure wait
Some try to make you believe It Is Duffy
of their
Sher,
to refill our bottles with these concoctions and
editor" to fodttfpecpto into buying their spurious goods .as toe genuine.
,
refilled bottles.
a close watch and do not buy one of these

On the march of the Thirteenth In.
fantry from Fort Leavenworth to Fort
Riley last autumn, it was the rule for Keep
the regimental or one of the company teams to play a game of ball
with the local nine of the place
than. half a wntury
where camp was made for the night.
When a remedy has been before the public for more
ta
and
A great majortty of these contests
Prom'ne.h2? as
has been prescribed and used by the best doctors
were won by the soldiers, which inand has carried the blessings of health into as many
bound to arise.
dicates to what a high state of proDuffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has, imitations are
the
has
been carried.
ficiency
game
In winter months in the north the
soldier turns to bowling, indoor handball, basketball, and Indoor baseball.
Not only does the bowling league attract the expert, but the alleys are
It Is an absolutely pure distillation of
occupied from the hour of their openclean grain thoroughly malted.
selected
in
the. morning till their close at
ing
Its palatabilityand its freedom from Innight by every sort of enthusiast,
from the seasoned bowler to the be
jurious substances render it so that it can
be retained by tho most sensitive stomi
.
ginner.
It has been used with remarkable
ach.
The interest our soldiers take In
results
in the treatment of consumption,.
and
boxing
wrestling was strikingly
pneumonia, grip, coughs, colds, asthma,
manifested by the crowds that wit
malaria, low fevers, stomach troubles
nessed the contests held on Saturday
and all wasted and diseased conditions.
nights at Pine Camp during the ma
I Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey was the
v
r
Ineuvers last summer. On an aver
only whiskey that was taxed by the
age, two thousand
men gathered
Government as a medicine during the
about the natural amphitheater to
Spanish-America- n
war. The genuine
see the bouts between representa
Pure Malt Whiskey Is sold In
Duffy's
tlves of the various organizations. It
sealed bottles only. The Old Chemwas very interesting to witness the
ist's Head" Is on the label and over the
enthusiasm of white men and black
cork Is an engraved seaL Be certain
men over their repreeentatlvea in the
this seal Is unbroken. Sold by druggists,
ring. A striking commentary on the
grocers and dealerseverywhere or direct,
good , effect of athletics among en
$1.00 a large bottle.
listed men is the fast that no race or
The Duffy Malt WbiBkey Co., Bochesttr, N. T.
Fac timile o pickte and bottle irmly reduced.
color question entered these con- ests. The black man and t!,e white
irian competed against each other,
land received the loyal support of
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
their followers, but no bad Mood
1,000 lb., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lb
whatever, was caused by this.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibi.
Contrary to what might have been
SO lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
in the army, boxing and
Le
than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
westling events are not for special-'st- s
only. It is true that soma
but this is always the case In any
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity b!
sport, ' Experience has shown tha
not only Is the interest of the spelasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 7U
Douglas Avenue.
cialist e roused, as well as lh;tt o' the
spectator, Dut in the tournaments liel.l
In the gymnasium during tha winter
months new material is constantly
coming forward in the entries. The
wrestling mats In the ' gymnasiums
are In dally use, and the boxing
The
gloves are working overtime.
(Incoporated)
t,
men learn
coolness,
how
and
well
as
to'tak
Judgment,
as give.
The enlisted, men of the army are
and Ooafers In
In
positively and deeply interested
WOOL.
athletics. This is exemplified wherever they are given reasonable encouragement, sufficient opportunity
BAIN WAGONS -- RACINE VEHICLE8-e- S
and adequate equipment.
This Interest is manifested In spite of the
Interruptions necessarily Involved In
the performance of the routine duties
SEVEN
of the soldier's vocation.
Fatigue,
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, K. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
drill, guard, target shooting, enCarona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, M. M.,
campments,
tournamients, , practise
Trinidad, Colorado
marches, and maneuvers all break
Into the various athletic seasons.
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Beautiful Corset Models
$2.00,

and

$3.50

$2.50,

son's "Glove Fitting"

-

mod-

els that has been first choice

"

MODEL

in mind this is one

of the famous Thom-

Thomson's
"GLOVE-FITTING-

$5.00

TEAR

VVTE have not seen a corset
"
that is as handsome in
design, material and workmanship as the new

of the best dressed women

NO- - 217

for more than fifty years.

This is a fine batiste, and has
the very latest fashion lines.
The back is extremely long,
close fitting- skirt over the
hips, and the lace trimming-giveappearance unequalled
other model we have.
any
by

It

is a corset with a reputation
back of it.

-

It will add
THOMSONS

1

100

per cent to

your comfort.

1 111

CORSETS

Style No. 809, Imported Silk Broche, medium bust, long hip, front, side and back supporters, $5.00
Style No. 308, Batiste, medium bust, long hip, with six srpporters
3.50
Style No. 263, Batiste, medium bust, long hip, four supporters
2 50
Style No. 270, Striped Coutille, medium bust, extra long hips, newest model
250
Style No. 217, Batiste, medium bust, long hips, a very popular, model
. . .
2 00
GRAND DUCHESS, for stout figures, low bust, long hips,
.
skirt..
00

,....

,

All above models made with draw string at bust.

sea-son-

'

Y & CO.

half-doze-

ESTABLISHED 1862
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HIGHS THE CITY

School lays claim to the
champion
snip of the city. Based upon the re
sults of the games in the T. M. C A

JERRY SIMPSON

league, however, the . Normal, the High
school and the Seniors, are tied for
the honor, each having lost one game.
Superintendent Rufus Meade,
man
ager of the High school team, says the
iesult of last night's game has de
monstrated that the Highs are entitled ,to the city championship.
IN MAGNIFICENT GAME
Mr,
THEY
Meade says it will be out of the ques INTERESTING REMINISCENCES OF
NORMALS 29 TO 26 AT
tion for hia team to play any more
OLD POPULIST DAYS WHEN
THE ARMORY
games this season. This action is
, HE STARRED
taken, not through fear of defeat, but
"If we can get the first basket," because
the work of the students Is
e
Washington, March 10. When,Rep-reBentativsaid one of the members of the High
being Impaired by such intense In
and
ot
Mondell
Wyoming
school team last night, as he peeled terest In
basketball, according to Mr. Delegate Wickersham of Alaska "aloff his sweater preparatory to warming
Meade.
most"' came to blows in congress a
up for the game with, the NorCoach Baker of the Normal says the few
days ago before the close of the
mal University, "we win the game." Normal
management will demand an session, the mace was carried in by
Less than a minute after the play other
game. Such, he says, is abso- the sergeant-at-arm- s
aud the disturb"began the sturdy captain of the Highs, lutely
the ance was ended. It was not that
necessary to determine
John "Webb, sent the ball whirling
championship. It is certain that th)
to "settle" Jerry Simpson, when
through the basket; the Highs won fans would be delighted to witness an easy
well remembered populist was
that
the game. They have come to be-- . other such contest as that of la
a
member
of congress. Simpson died
lieve implicitly (hat It is impossible
nignt and it Is hoped the manage several years ago at Roswell, N. M-- ,
for them to lose if they score the ments of the two teams will agree
where he spent his last days.
first basket and when they saw to terms for such an event.
The
In her book, "The Story of Jerry
Webb's first throw go true, confi- game last night demonstrated Las VeAnna L. Diggs tells of the
Simpson,"
dence filled their hearts. The final gas has two basketball teams of
time when the mace was carried in
score was: Highs 29, Normal 2G.
which every body in town can feel to
"quell" Mr. Simpson:
It was truly a struggle of basket-"bal- l proud.
To win a game such as
"
was attempting to make a
Jerry
giants. Splendid
teamwork, that of last night Is an honor. To
speech on the Dingley tariff bill. The
bursts of brilliant play and sensa- lose - is no disgrace.
chairman had attempted to rap him
tional baskets kept thrills running
In the preliminary game tSe Sec down
with his gavel, but Jerry would
through the supporters of both teams. ond Highs defeated the Second Nornot yield the floor. The chairman ordAt every stage the result of the game mal by a score of 20 to 14.
to arrest
ered the eergeant-at-arm- s
was in doubt, the scores in the secThe officials for both games were'
of a member ot
him.
arrest
The
ond half
back and forth Ted Hayward and Julius Krause, recongress is a very novel procedure.
with first one team and then the other feree end umpire alternately;
There are no papers served and no
In the lead.
and Hale, time keepers; Loren-zen- ,
words uttered. The sergeant-at-arm- s
The Highs had a distinct lead durscorer.
simply marches up in front of the
ing part of the first half of the game.
member holding the mace in front
As the half drew to a close, however,
of him. The mace is a symbol ol authe Highs' teamwork began to de- MANEUVERS TO COST
thority. The one used by the house
teriorate and the Normals threw sevof
representatives is a large bronze
eral pretty goals. When the whistle
In the for of a brass eagle, mounted
UNCLE SAM
blew the Normal was playing the beton a staff. When this Is held in front
ter brand of ball and the half ended
of a member by the proper officer
with the score: Highs, 14; Normal, 12.
DEMOCRATIC HOUSE LIKELY TO he la under arrest. Following the InThe second half of the game witINQUIRE WHY ARMY AND
structions of the chairman, the ser
nessed the fiercest basketball strugs
walked up to Jerry
MOVED
NAVY
offiIn
The
seen
ever
Las
Vegas.
gle
with
his eagle. By this time the excials repeatedly called fouls for rough
conWashington, March 10. The mill citement was Intense, but Jerry
play, holding and other Infractions
of the rules. This style of play ap- tary movement to Texas, it is rough- tinued his speech, only stopping to
on ly estimated,, will cost in the neigh say to the officer, with a careless
peared due rather to
million dollars. The wave of the hand: , "Oh, take that
borhood of 1
wilful
than
of
the
the part
players
the
for
army and navy. buzzard away from here."
roughness. Throughout the game the approriatlons
fiscal
current
for
the
There was a deathlike stillness over
year, are althan
from
Normal played freer
fouling
looked
The Highs had a ready very nearly exhausted, and the house. The chairman
did the Hlehs.
meets
house
democratic
the
when
of
face
the
the
while
second
In
dumbfounded,
the
shade the advantage
next month in all probability there sergeant-at-arm- s
col
different
turned
15
Normals
while
the
half, scoring
will be submitted to it a deficiency ors as he gazed about the hall with
made 14 points.
bill to pay for what is being done a sort of vacant stare as if trying to
out
to
the
difficult
would
be
pick
tt
now1.
decide whether it was a dream or
particular stars of the game. Webb
It is taken for granted that the the real thing.' For a moment, every
his
for
admiration
attracted great
democrats will take that opportunity
brilliant and consistent playing. He to make the most exhaustive public body seemed embarrassed but Jerry,
alone seemed to appreciate the
of the Highs twenty-nscored twenty-on- e
4 ramx. who
Into the meanlti
ludicrous situation.
Standing thera
r tor the Inquiry
ine
potau. Aiw!her
tlwi concentration. It is presum- with a smile on his
for
face, be said to
Highs was "Winter, w&ooe work at ed naturally that they will ask Why
guard cut off, many scores for the the troope were sent to Texas, and th officer: "Well, what are you go
Normal. For the Normals Ellis and the sources of the information upon Ing to do about It?"
Kooeler played a magnificent game which the administration acted.
It All at once the suspense was brokof
Ellis
favor
in
with the advantage
seems to be present impression that en by a peal ot laughter that almost
wiho scored- two more points than did the trooDS will be in Texas for at shook the capltol building. It had
'
suddenly dawned upon them that
his team mate. Salomon Gallegos at least six months.
Webb
the
prevented
The
attending
they were in the committee of the
army surgeons
suard undoubtedly
' from making several of Ms dead-sho- t
army medical school here have been whole and there was no rule undei
ordered to close their course within which a member could 'be arrested in
throws for the basket.
The records of points scored by the two weeks. The class consist of nle-t- tfc committee. The sergeant-at-ann- r
men, and was not to be graduated marched meekly and submissively
various players discloses the remarkmate
June under ordinary circum- back to his room and Jerry continuntil
total
the
that
points
able fact
stances.
but
were
ued his speech until the speakef
team
by
up
each
piled
by
rushed into the hall and called th
two players of each aggregation. Here
house in session. In the meantime
is the tabulated score.
CONSERVATION OF SOIL
let half 2nd half
Jerry had said all that he wished to
Normal
S
6
say and was ready to subside.
Ellis, forward
6
from
Two)
Another good Jerry Simpson story
Page
(Continued
forward
.....6
Koogler,
'
0
f.O
told by Mrs. Diggs relates to his inGallegos, center
0
tion and communication, all combine ability to spell correctly the name of
0
Fredericks, center
0
to render this highly favored section Medicine Lodge:
0
Comstock, guard
the agricultural praradise of America.
Nothing short of taking a club and
can
be
reference
14
12
passing
"Only
beating
Total
Jerry Simpson into lnsensibir
made to agricultural indutries, com- ity and into a change of individuality
Pinal score: 26.
.
1st half 2nd half paratively new, bujt no wsufflciently could ever have taught him how to
High School
developed to demonstrate their suc- spell or to refrain from wholly unforward
Condon,
,02
cess and ipoint the way to Infinitely precedented pronunciation of certain
6
Swallow, forward
8
13.
great success. The fruit and nut in- words. Readin' and 'rithmetlo were
center
Webb,
0
dustries have passed the experiment- his, but spellin' and wrltin' were alien
0
Winters, guard
al stage and aire yielding enormous and hostile. And yet he reveled in
0
...0
Truder, guard
rewards lo their followers; the truck the choicest literature.
Stevenson enthralled him; Kipling
indu try the growth, and shipment of
1
I5
Totals
re- delighted him and Tennyson enrapfavored
to
less
vegetables
.
early
29.
Final score:
Is attaining enor- tured ibim. Emerson inspired him.
Bv defeating the Normal the High gions of the north
mous proportions along the South At- (Dickens was his very own. History,
lantic and Gulf coasts. The raising philosophy and social science were
DANDRUFF AND
live stock farm anim- Included in his wide range ot readof high-grad-e
als of improved breeds 4s at last be- ing. And still, it is doubtless true,
ITCHING SCALP YIELD
ginning to attract more genera latten-tio- as was charged by a political foe, that
bringing unfailing profits to the he sometimes misspelled tho name of
Til THIS TREATMENT wise one who foster the industry; the the town in which he lived.
Jerry smilingly drawled out In regrowing of staple cereals, corn,
to this taunt: "Well, maybe I
back
ply
few
drive
the
to
etc.
which,
years
wheat,
Why experiment trying
Indon't
Is
the
always spell the name of the
was sadly neglected,
rapidly
dandruff germ from underneath
town
g,
Just
area
extent
of
right, but I wouldn't give
In
not
or
lotions
fancy
only
creasing,
skin with greasy
cent for a man who couldn't spell a
when the O. G, Schaefer but in magnitude of yield.
and
"The prosperity which now prevails word more than one way."
prug Store will guarantee ZEMO
When Simpson was in congress he
derid
the
scalp
to
SOAP
ZEMO
entirely
throughout the south in a greater
demonstrated his ability to take
early
trouIts
history,
of the germ life that causes the
gree than ever before in
care
himself in debate. "The story
of
'
'sure
Is
whatof
a
is merely precursor
ble.
of Jerry Simpson" tells about it;
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP can be ob- to follow in the years to come If the
Jerry was a free trader and never
town In America ilnes now being laid and prusued are
tained in any city
a chance slip by to puncture the
let
most
and
be
to
and
as
out
best
the
ought
carried
they
and are recognizee
On one memorable occasion
tariff.
affecundoubtedly will be."
economical treatment for all
was making an exhausMr.
Dingley
whether
or
scalp
tions of the skin
sentimental
tive
talk on the tarand
One
on Infant or grown person.
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best iff as a protector of American labor.
apand
shampoo with ZEMO SOAP
cough remedy I ever used as it quick- Acting on the hint of a republican
that had
plication of ZEMO will stop Itching ly stoped a severe cough
and'cleanae the scalp of dandruff and long troubled me," says J. W. Knhn, member who enjoyed a Joke, Jerry
Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and strolled up the aisle and glanced Inscurf.
surely It acts in all cases of coughs, to Mr. Dingley's silk hat that was deWe Inrlte you to try ZEMO and colds, la grippe and Inns trouble. Reposited upon one of the house desks;
ZEMO SOAP and if not 'entirely fuse substitutes. O. G Schnefer snd It
bore a London trademark.' Jerry
Co.
money.
Cross
refund
Red
Drug
your
will
satisfied we
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$1,500,000

When You Want Any
thing in Our Line
Don't Pass Us
We call your

attention to the matter of our

business being conducted on a Quick Sale and
Small Profit Idea. All our charge accounts
are good ones, consequently you don't have to
pay large profits to make even for any lost
accounts.
If there is any particular reason why you should
pay more, don't
come to us. If you want your goods as cheap as they can be bought
anywhere, without a bait of ten off you should buy from the Graaf Dry
Goods Company. If you have never traded in a large store in the East
ask someone that has. Find out if you are allowed a special discount
of ten per cent, (the biggest joke any merchant ever thought of) add
thirty per cent and then take off ten. We don't do business that way.
Our goods are properly priced and in that way you are properly treated.
If you will watch The Optic and take advantage of our sales,
you
will not be deceived by any special every day discount, but
you will
benefit by actual bargains that in the course of time will mean far
more than the ridiculous ten of.
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Graaf Dry Goods Co
Find the Misspelled Word and Get 50c Cash
Person After 12 O'clock Tomorrow.

with boyish candor asked leave to
question Mr. Dingley. He consented
and Jerry asked: "Why, if it be a
a matter of morals to encourage the
home manufacturer, do you buy your
Mr.
fine silk hats from England?"
members
the
floundered
and
Dingley
roared while he explained that his
hat was really made in the United
States, but that the London trademark had been used to make it sell.
Whereat Jerry said: "Oh, sir; I3 It
moral to encourage such deceitful
men by buying our hats of them?"
The house was convulsed with laughter and it was a long time before Mr.
Dingley forgave Jerry. But he did
later. No one could hold out against
the Kansan'e good nature.
One day Mr. Payne of New York,
who had been driven close By one of
Jerry's pointed questions said, "If I
were inclined to be rude, Mr. Speaker, I would answer the foolish query
of the gentleman from Kansas by asking him if his ancestors were monkeys."
"In which event," said Jerry, calmly looking at Mr. Payne, "I should reply as did the elder Dumas when a
French fool asked him the same
question. I should say to the gentleman, 'Yes, your family ends where
mine began'."
the contempt in
Notwitstanding
which "Tom" Reed held the populist
movement, Simpson's fighting qualities won him the respect and admiraMrs.
tion of the great speaker.
Digg"s gives this illustration of how
he had hia way with "Czar" Reed.
Jerry once went to the speaker, Mr.
Reed, and urged the passage of a private pension bill which had come in
from the committee with an unfavorable report. "The bill affects the
fortunes of a poor old widow, out In
Kansas," said Jerry. "But why," said
Speaker Reed, "do you press this bill
when you have 'been opposing pension
bills unfavorably reported?"
"There are thirty reasons why I
support this bill," said Jerry. "The
first one Is that the woman needs the
I have
money the other twenty-nin- e
forgotten."
Speaker Reed recognized Jerry and
the bill was passed.

The story of how Simpson gained

the title that clung to him to end of
his life, "Sockless Jerry," will bear
repeating.
In his first campaign for congress
Jerry had for his opponent Col.
James R.' Hallowell, one time United
States attorney and a distinguished
Colonel Hallo-wecorporation lawyer.
was college bred, a polished orator, a high social favorite and a most
fastidious dresser. His extreme personal aloofness and unllkeness to the
great majority of the rural constituents he sought to represent in congress gave Jerry muoh leverage among
the voters he addressed. The republican press teemed with reckless characterization of Jerry as a clown, an
ignoramus, a boor and a ragamuffin.
Jerry retored by nicknaming his opponent "Prince Hal."
"This prince of royal blood," said
Jerry, "travels in his special car, his
dainty person is" goregeously bedizened, his sof white hands are pret
ty things to look at, his tender feet
are encased in fine silk holsery.
What does he know of the life and
the toil of such plow handlers as we
are? I can't represent you in congress with, silk etockings I can't afford to wear 'em."
Straightway from the fertile pen
of Victor Murdock, then a youthful
reporter, now Jerry Simpson's successor in congress, the story flew
and the title "Sockless Jerry" grew.
Later William Allen White eliminated
"Jerry" and substituted "Socrates."
Jerry Joined in the fun and Jollity
which the campaign crowds got out
of it, although in later days the "sockless" story became irksome because
of the many coarse and unwarranted
variations it underwent
"Those were days of parades," Mrs.
Diggs says, "miles upon miles long.
Those on Jerry's side far
and
the attempts of Prince
Hal's frlendfc The fiery zeal of the
friends of Sockless Socrates knew no
bounds. Their banners, their bands,
the tableaux surpass d In number and
originality anything before exhibited
In spectacular campaigning.
Every
political demand was emblazoned on
Wall
with.
"Down
their banner:
ll
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Street;' 'Give TJs f 5 Per Capita, 'Give
the Farmers as Fair a Chance as You
Give the Bankers.' Floats laden with
girls knitting socks for Jerry were
in the parades., During the campaign
the 'sock'ess' candidate was presented with more than three hundred pairs
of socks."
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wanted tariff reductions. The grouud
has been cut from under their fee:
on the tariff question.
They must
have some other ground on which to
oppose the president and on whlcU
to keep themselves prominently before the country. They are hoping
that Arizona will furnish them with
this ground. They would be quite
well pleased to see Arizona sacrificed.
If thereby they could be enabled to
pose aa the. champions of a defeated
'people. .
"But we do not believe that the
people of Arizona will, on careful
consideration, lend themselves to the
scheme of making this territory a
sacrificial goat upon the insurgent
altar.
"What we want is statehood we
are not caring anything about the
chestnuts which the Bournes and the
Bristows may have In the fire.
excellent
talks
"Mr. Franklin
sense."
o

weekly

Mexico.
COLORADO
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SENSIBLE OBSERVATIONS

THE UiSE OF CEMENT
Through the current issue of the
Cement Wor'd we are reminded that
the present year is the centenary of
Portland cement. Few, perhaps, had
imagined its age to be so great. It
is only within the memory of middle
aged men that cement has become a
conspicuous building material. While
it is now in enormous use, there ars
even yet serious problems to be worked out in its use. The past century
saw such swift revolutions In matters mechanical that one would not
have expected so slow a growth in the
development of this one material..
The credit for the discovery of
the process of making Portland cement seems to belong to Joseph Aep-dethough there are other claimants to the honor. The inventor
thought so little of his discovery that
he did not take out a patent for thirteen years. It was over forty years
before anybody took the trouble to
write a treatise on the subject. It
is only within twenty-ftv- e
years that
we made general use of it In building even sidewalks. But it has 'developed so far that the Panama1 canal
would probably be an impossibility
without it. Without cement for the
dams and the locks the canal problem would have been a very different
one In engineering difficulty and in

In The Arizona 'Democrat, Alfred
Franklin, one of the progressive
democrats in Arizona's constitutional convention, discusses from the
standpoint of common sense, the
statehood situation as it affects ctiac
territory. In commenting on his remarks, the Arizona Republican, editorially says:
"The Hon. Alfred Franklin has pub.
lished in the Arizona Democrat a
thoughtful review of the statehood
situation. Mr. Franklin was one of
the members of the late constitutional convention who stood for practic-allall of the "advanced" notions
which characterized the constitution.
Presumably he would still be glad to
have these doctrines included in our
system of government at its very
beginning, If that were practicable.
Evidently he anticipates that the
president will disapprove the constiif
that
of
course,
tution. He knows,
the president does disapprove, that
the. greatest use of cement is
will put an end to progress toward
statehood under existing law, and yet to come seems most probable
that anything accomplished thereaf- Note that the dreamers of today build
ter must be from a new starting their Utopias of cement. Mr. Edison
of
point. In view of the conditions whlca thinks he will solve the problem
in that event. housing for the poor by cheap cement
,. mint ba confronted
r Mr. Franklin nake
That
oot$ sound ol-- .! houses-- ; oast' In steel moulds.
'
nervations:
much discussed dream. "Roadtown,"
"It occurs to me that It wi'l no! Is found In cement, a continuous
be the part of wisdom for the people "nouse" radiating from a city center
of Arizona to, keep continually chas- miles with a street car line in the
ing the shadow of statehood iind cellar and a boulevard on the roof
and all built of cement, it is althereby lose the substance. We must
realize that every victory achieved ready prophesied that with the com
other than, in the brutal conduct of ing of the horseless age, already near-la reality In metropolitan cities, the
war, is fraught with compromise. We
must further realize and, realizing, street pavements can be of cement
recognize that, while the people of granted it can be produced at not too
this territory are most directly con- great a cost. And though there are
cerned in its consummation, the ulti- still difficulties that make people shy
mate power tEat controls our admis- of cement dwelling bousB,nie. bnlld-inof cement
sion Intd the great American union
buildings,- -, increases
is vested in the composite citizenship apace. We should not be surprised
of a nation numbering 90,000,000 of were the next twenty years to" surpatriotic people, and represented po- pass the last hundred In"" the developlitically by the president of the con- ment and use of cement.
gress aa the constitutional authority
'
that control our destiny."
EVOLUTION IN FARMING
"This Is exacly in line with the
position taken by The Republican at
It is rather significant that the last
the beginning of the constitutional census showed diminishing population
campaign, and maintained to this mo-- , in the agricultural sections of many
ment. 'We tried to point out the dif- of our richest- western states. This
ficulties which the people of Ari- falling off in the number of farmers
zona were bound to encounter In try- Is not due to any decrease in the
ing to achieve statehood in desregard prosperity of agriculture. On the conof the veto power over our constitu- trary, the farming industry was never
tion which had been vested in the so probsperous as it is at the present time. In all the great agricultural
president and the congress.
"Assuming still that the president states the value of land has vastly inwill reject the constitution, we can creased and many farmers, desirous
forsee nothing but disaster as the re- of reaping the profits, have sold their
sult 'of further efforts to "force land to the larger landholders and
things" at Washington. As Governor emigrated to Canada to the southern
Sloan well said Immediately after the states, or to the Southwest,
where
election of last month, our hope of cheaper lands are to be had. The
success in the future in case the farms thus sold have not gone Into
the hands of new farmers, but have
president rejects the constitution
must be founded on a frank recog been absorbed by the larger farmers,
nition of the probability that while whose great prosperity has induced
we ask the president and congress to them to expand their activities.
concede something, we also must be
In nearly all parts of the country
to concede something.
the tendency has been towards larger
prepared
'
"This is the only policy which can farms and the cultivation of crops
on a larger scale. Diminishing agripromise success.
be sure, the people of this cultural population does not, there.'To
'
territory will be told by Senator fore, indicate any likelihood of shrink"
Uourne, and possibly half a dozen age in the productiveness of the
other senators, that not a jot of title country. In advocating a return to
must be conceded.
the farms by the masses who have
"But it is almost time, it seems to flocked to the cities, these facts must
us, for the people of Arizona to stop be kept in mind. Farming is no longand consider the motives of the poli er a
industry, dependent
ticians who give such advice. While upon chance, but a
c
this little group of senators may be calling" which requires capital and
npminally in earnest In working to: a .high order of training. As long as
the admission of Arizona under the land. Is to be had at reasonable prices
constitution as now framed, they are It will bef cuMta'tld and as long as
far more interested in boosting their farmers tare able to pay adequate
own political game. They want an wages to farm laborers they will find
'issue on which they can fight Mr. no difficulty in securing them. Tt
Taft in the next campaign. By forcing is a mistake to suppose that labor
them into the open on the reciprocity that doeg not do well In the cities
question,, Mr. Taft bas exposed the will succeed on the farms, as it Is
utter byprocrisy of the Insurgent sen- more than probable that tha city failators who have Insisted that they ure would prove an even worse fall- were Insurgent only because they
.

FBAXCE CUANGES TIME
STANDARD

time ago by the chamber of deputies
adopting as the legal time of France
what is known as western European
time. In other ewords, France will in
future compute her time from the
meridian of Greenwich instead of the
meridian of Paris. Although there Is
a difference, of only ten minutes between the times of the two meridians, that small difference has been
the cause of much inconvenience and
some confusion.
The adoption of the same standard
of time for the whole of western Europe will prove a great convenience to
travelers and make the revision of
railroad time tables a much less complicated matter than heretofore. The
new system will also be of great con.
venience to the workers in the official
observatories, as well as to astronomers and nautical men, as it will
save them much calculating. Most !ts:
tronomlcal data are computed according to Greenwich time, and the general adoption of that time as the
standard will greatly simplify observations and publications- nation
Formerly each maritime
compiled Its nautical almanacs and
other astronomical data according to
its own standard of time. For marine
purposes Greenwich time has gradually superseded all' other standards,
and It is now universally used, the
obvious benefits of a common standard overcoming the natural prejudice
in favor of separate national

'
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The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS.
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In the

of New Mexico

Territory
'
in the Territory of New
at Las VexiisI
'
'
t
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''
Mexico.
At the close of business, March
At the close of business, Match 7, 1911
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
703.410 89
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured .. ft.Oll M5
U. S, bonds to secure circulation
IOIMJuu 00
Premiums on V. S. Bonds....
1.000 00
ltonris. securities, etc
- . 4S.7 01
Hunkins houe furniture and Uxtures . 7.3K) oo
i.uUO 00
Other real estate owned
Due froui National Banks (not re-

serve

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation

57.W7 55
S.337 00 60.004 55

notes

Leiral-tende-

fund 'with U. S. Treas'r
(5 per cent of circulation)

Total

6.0BS 6S
lOO.OtiO 00

5,000 00

1,222.918 46

.$1.00

j-

SUN

$i.5o

Intermittent Alarm
Our Usual

33,517 41
serve agents)
Due from State and Private Banks
and Bankers, Trust Companies, and
H3K S
Savings Banks
Due from approved reserve agent.. 253.017 60
items.
Checks and other cash
5.065 09
Exchanges for Clearance House....
- 6.500 00
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels.
185 05
and cents
Lawful Money Reserve in Bunk, viz:
17.116.55
Specie
S7.00& 00 44,711 55
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas'r
3.100 00
(5 per cent of circulation)
1.063,025 85
Total
LIABILITIES.

48.89S 38

Specier

WAKE-U- P

Continuous Alarm

554.633 99

l.mi oo
Premiums on U. S. Bonds-....- -.
25.509 78
Bonds, securities, etc
Banking house furniture and dxturea- - 5.5O0 00
... 43.378 44
Other real estate owned
Due from Kalional Bunks (not re-

Due from Stale and Private Banks
and Hanken-- . Trust Companies and
45 95
Savings Hanks
Due from approved reserve BKents.. 442,870 US
Checks and other cash items
151 75
Kxchannes for Clearinif House... ..
1.743 65
Notes of otter National Banks. ..
025 OO
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents
469 Oo
Lawful Money Reserve in bank, viz:
Redemption

...

7, 1911

Per Gent Discount for Cash

10

-

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

LIABILITIES.

100,000 00
Capital stock paid in
20.OU0 00
100,000 00 Surplus fund
Capital stock paid In
- 60,000 00 Undivided profits, less exicnses and
Surplus fund
7.995 74
taxes paid
Undivided profits, less expenses and
100.0UO 00
HONEY AND STOCKS
- 8.6J4 74 National Hank notes outstanding
taxes paid
1 82
128.11
banks
Oo
Due to other National
National Hank notes outstanding
100,000
New York, March 10. Call money
Due to State and Private Banks and
Due to other National Banks
15,815 6
44.553 04
Bankers
Due to State and Private Banks and
2 1-- 2 per cent. Prime mercan'.
2 1-- 4
and SavDue to Trust Companies
4.952 S
Bankers- '
86.718 10
Bunks
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
ings
1-- 2
tile paper
per 'cent. Mexican
0.30 14 Individual deposits subject to check-Tim- e 337.675 38
Banks
280.4X9 S3
certificates of deposit
Individual deposits subject to check- - 5H7.M51 9H
Su.. 100 00 dollars 45. Amalgamated 62! 1-334.74H 83 Certified Checks
Time certificates ot deposit
100 00 Cashier's checks
....
Certified Checks
7.383 56
1-outstanding
Great
106
Atchison
eur 118.
1,188 77
Cashier's checks outstanding
Total- 1,063,025 85
124 3--4. New York Cen

REPORTS

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, March 10. Cattle
1,000, including 200 southerns, market
Native steens $5.50g6.75;
strong.
southern steers $5.2u6; southern
cows and heifers ?3.Zoo.2a; native
cowaand heifers $36.25; stockers.
and feeders $4.755.90; bulla ?4
.1,222,91 46
Northern, pfd.
Total
of New Mexico, fI m
wiestern
South 5.25;oalves
Territory
154
4.758.25;
Mexico, ( Rq
106
of NkwMIGUEL.
tral
Reading
Territory
San
Miuukl.
of
County
COONTT OF SAN
D. Raynolds,
above
Cashier
of
the
E.
cows
$3.25
I,
western
steers
172
J5.25L6.25;
of
the above named named bank, do
Union Pacific
I, D. T. Hosklns, cashier
swear that the above ern Pacific 115
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state- statement Is truesolemnly
of
5.25.
to
the
best
my
knowledge
76
and
of
Steel
ment is true to the best
my knowledge
Northern Pacflc 121
and belief.,
belief.
E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier.
Hogs 6,000 market five to ten
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
Pfd- - 118
Bulk $6.907.05; heavy $6.30
me this lOtu
sworn
Subscribed
to
before
and
higher.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 101 b day of March, it'll
7; packers and butchers $6.95
J E. ROGERS Notary Public.
day of March 1911.
CLARENCE E. 1DEN, Notary Public.
; . . 7.10; light $77.12
wool
Coirect Attest:
Correct Attest:
I
I
A.
A.
JONES10.
market
M.
CUNNINGHAM
March
Wool,
St.
Sheep 5,000, market strong, mutJ.
Louis,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS.
Director!
Directors.
FRANK SPRINUEK,
tons
I
western
$46; .lambs $5.406.25; fed
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
and
Territory
unchanged.
and yearlings $4.405.60;
ewthers
mediums 1920; line mediums 16
ewes $44.75.
fed
western
perare
ostriches over there
simply
HUMAtX NATURE.
18; fine 1213.
You should never paint any
fect.
We do our part
thing else but birds.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Every year
Aritist (sadly) Those are not osriElAL
And tell you when
1,500,
are
Chicago, March
angels.
Christmas is near,
triches, madam. They
New York, March 10. Lead. Mar
And we tell you
market steady to strong. Beeves
London Opinion.
You ought to go
ket dull, $4.404.50; standard copAnd do your shopping
$5.206.90; Texas steers $4.40$5.70;
dull. Spot and May $11.9012. western 6teers
per,
While
know
you
if
9th.
get
Doctor,
you
$4,705,80; stockers
January
The Christmas stocks
Silver 52
me out of this I'll willingly give you
and feeders $45.85; cows and heifAre most complete.
Buy all your gifts,
all my earthly possessions.
,
ers $2.605.9O; calves $79.
Fix for each treat;
v
9th. Mary, what do you
, February
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
In spite of all
Hogs 17,000, market five to ten
We tell you though
think of that robber sending me a
mixed
Chicago, March 10. Wheat, " May, higher. Light $6.907.25;
We are aware
bill for $20 for ten visits? Chicago
You do not go
rough
90
49
heavy
89
$6.657.10;
$6.857.20;
Corn
May
July
Until the last
Saturday Blade.
dto choice heavy
goo
31
50
$6.656.85;
May
Oats,
July
July
or
Two days,
three,
31
$17165;
To do your shopping;
July $6.857.10; pigs $6.607.10; bulk
Pork, May
She Too many men expect thpir
Nor do we.
Lard May $9.17
$6.907.10.
$16.72
July
wives to'run their homes on practlc
May $9.52 2
Robs,
Sheep 8,000, market shade higher.
$9.109.12
ally nothing. They forget that no one
A Lively Campaign.
Native $56.40; western $5.256.45.
July
$9.109.12
can make bricks without straw.
In a small New Jersey town the
I
local political campaign was being
DREAD OF AN OPERATION
"WOn't you try a piece of my wifes fought to a bitter end. One of the
Warning to Railroad Men
Lookout for severs anrl even dan
N.
Manchester, Ind. Mrs. Eva
i.
angel cake?"
political leaders met a prominent
and bladder trouble re
merchant of the town and tbey beof this place, says, "I suffered gerous kidney
"Will it make anngel of me?"
from years of ' railroading.
"That will depend on the kind of gan to discuss the situation.
female misery of every description. sulting
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St., Fort
"How Is the campaign coming along Two doctors attended
a life you led." Houston Post.
advised Wayne, Ind.. was many years a con.
down In your ward?" asked the merductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
an operation. I lost weight until
Breathless Urchin You're wanted chant
"Twenty years ot railroading left my
dreadI
"Very exciting," said the politician. weighed only ninety pounds.
in terrible condition. There
a
down ourcourt and
bring
"Next week we are going to have a ed an operation, and, instead, began kidneys
was a continual pain across my back '
ihambulance..
joint debate in the town hall between to take Cardul. In a Short time, I and hips and my kidneys gave me
Policeman What do you want the a phonograph and a graphophone."
gained 25 pounds, and feel as well as much distress, and the action of my
ambulance for?
Llppincott's.
I ever did. Cardui, I am sure, saved bladder was frequent and most painMuvver's' found the lidy
Urchin
ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
A Mother's Safeguard
my life." Cardul is today! used in Pills And
the first bottle made a wonwot pinched our doormat. Philadelnd Tar for the chil- thousands of homes, wfcere' It relievo!" derful Improvement and four bottles
Foley's
Honey
Times.
phia
dren. Is best and safest' for all pain and brings back strength and cured me completely. Since being
coughs, colds, croup, whooping-coug- h
ambition. It Is a woman's medicine, cured I have recommended Foley KidMr. Jawback My dear, I was one and bronchitis.
No opiates.,
O. G.
for women's ailments, and you are ney Pills to many of my railroad
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
of the first to leave.
friends.", O. G. Schaefer . and Red
urged to try It for your troubles. Ask Cross Drug Co.
Mrs. Jawback OhF you always say
"A man cannot serve two mas- your druggist. He will tell you about
that.
Faust Budwelser beer is
Tony
Mr. Jawback I can prove It this ters," quoted the Wise Guy. "Oh, I Cardul.
on tap at the' Opera bar and is one
time. Look out In the hall and see don't know," added the Simple Mug.
Best draught beer in the city, at of the finest draft beers served over
"A man may make a good deal of
the beautiful umbrella
I
brought
the Lobby, of course.
home Toledo Blade.
any bar in the city.
money and also serve time."
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ABSORB LETS
He was a huge man of the navvy
species, and as he stood in the witness box counsel eyed him dubiously. He knew he would be a hard
nut to crack a very hard nut, indeed.

e

3--

"What we want to get at," he
gan, "is who was the aggressor?"
"Eh?" said the witness, puzzled.
"Let me illustrate my meaning,"
counsel. "Supposing that i
said
should "meet you on the street and
strike you in the face, I would be
the aggressor."
v
"You'd be a fool," said the witness, with growing emphasis.
wl!h
said counsed,
"No no!"
heightening color. "I was speaking
only in abstract Suppose we met,
and, without provocation, I struck you,
I should be committing an act ot ng
gresalon."
The navvy x hunched his
huge
shoulder.
"You'd be committing suicide, mis
ter," he remarked grimly.
"You may sit down!" snapped coun
sel. London Answers.
be-

x-

.

y

g

Rrport of tlie Condition of '

Report of the Condition of The

k The French senate has within a
few days ratified the bill passed some

,

Faint heart ne'er won anything
and if you don't succeed in commit
evi
ting suicide, try, try again,
dently are two adages which a dusty
philosopher practices who answeis
to the name of Rusty Pete at least
that's what his friends of misfortune
call him.
He called at a
farmhouse the
other day, where he knew there was
no bulldog.
"Ple'se, mum," the tramp said,
"can't you gimme a bite?"
"Ain't you the same tramp J give
that 'ere bite of pie I made last
week?" the daughter of the soil
asked.
"Yees, mum, but I survived it," he
Commeekly1 rejoined. Cincinnati
mercial Tribune.

7--
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"

me,--an-

Gunner At last the tipping evil
is getting somewhat within bounds.
I heartily indorse the brave diners
who only tip 10 p. c. of the bill
Guyer Have you the courage of
jour convictions?
Gunnei- - I certainly haveGuyer Well, go in that swell !uuch
cn the corner, order a 20c lunch
and then tip the pretty waitress with
2 cents.
Chicago News.
-

rc-o-

v

I see it is said that
species of fish generate mea

Mrs. Bacon

certain
surable

quantities

their bodies. ,
Mr. Bacon

Yes,

of electricity

In

I believe that

is

so.
Mrs. .Bacon Were you ever shocked by a fleh you caught dear?
Mr. Bacon No, but I've been shocked by some of the fish stories I've

heard.

Yonkers Statesman.

"You asked me if I would have lea
or coffee," ventured the new boarder,
"and I said I didn't care."
"Well," snapped the landlady.
"Would you mind informing me
which this to?" Washington Herald.
"This is a good anecdote about
George Washington," remarked the
editor, "but It seems strange that it
has never been In print before." X,
"Not at all," explained the occasional ? contributor, "I only thought
of It a few days ago." Kansas City
Journal.
jK

Varied as the Tints of the Wings of Butterflies are the lVew Shades of the Nfw Gnnrk
We Show for Hiis Spring. We Shall Not Try to Iell You What Our New
Spring Goods Look Like. This is Impossible. We, However,
Invite You to Visit Our Store and See the Enchantind
New Tilings Ihis Spring Season Offers.
(

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS SOME VERY EXCLUSIVE STYLES
OF OUR GREAT

Percival B. Palmer and Redfern Suits -- for Women
"SnS
THE

LINES AND STYLES OF THESE SUITS STAND
SECOW
REMEMBER EVERY SUIT IS WARRANTED AND
GUARANTEED
TO

.T

315-51- 7
I

RaiN

road Avenue.
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or Quality

STORE

E. Las Vegas

'

Opposite Casfan- .

.
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;
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The

Prescripiionist

BIG SALE OF REV. MR. ROSE
METAL BEDS WOULD REFORM

PERSONALS
S. L. Fisher of Mineral Hill

.

mn who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows
qw.
and whythe man 4 oh "''
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never T
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

the city today.

E Jones of Denver
the business visitors In thu ttv
Irs". James S.
Duncan, sr.. has re
lumed from a Visit to Lob Anrefe.
.

Harrr Carton,

who

Color or Size, With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs
k- -

'

resides' on a

h-

-

-:-

I

--

?

Just
a

I Western
I Garden

'

ALSO DRESSERS

TIE'

ROSENTHAL

buying

J. A. Papen

'

nt

peti-rftio-

at-th-

W

3eS.Se

sug-mitte-

;.

::

y.

-

h?

help-you.'3t-

.

--

Us new

season-- get

things.

Having Joined hands with the Rev.
J. I. Seder and the
Anti-Saloo-

stock of Spring Merchandise.
styles, new colors and new combinations, j

word-n- ew

Whether you are ready to buy or not, come in and see the
many new novelties of the
acquainted with the new styles. We are showing the largest
variety in every
department, we have ever shown and will be glad to show YOU the new

PICTURE
SHOW
AND PEOPLE WHO
ATTEND ON SUNDAY

OWNERS

rf

our departments is now complete mth

New in every sense of the

IHHL.AI6.N3

-

?

and

Each of

LAS VEGAS

A $6.25 Iron Bed Any

mesa farm, was in the city
today nur.
j
chasing supplies.
John Pugrh, the Wagon farmer Is in
Las Vegas and wifl be initiate lntn
the Beavers tonight
Sostenes Esquibel of Mineral Hill
was a visitor in Las Vegas
today. He
left tor home this afternoon.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Miss
Francis resident of the
mesa, was tonong the shoppers seen
$4.85 for This Week
Phone Main 3
in the Las. Vegas stores
today.
Mr. and .Mrs. J. Hughes of Mineral
$11 45 for a "$15,00 Vernis
Hill are spending the day in Las Ve
Martin bed with
Contingas on a shopping and business trip.
uous Posts.
Mrs. Charles Stevenson, wife of the
well known Santa Fe conductor, is
We Have
Recei-ve- d
$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
visiting her mother Mrs. Marlon Lit.
Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
Lot of
trell in Raton
newest noveliy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira G. McComas will
leave tomorrow night for Dodge
$13.95 for a'$17.50 Brass Bed
City, Kan., where they expect to
with
Posts, a royal treat
make their future home.
for those wanting a Brass Bed.
Dr. J. L. Flint ia here for a brief
visit with relatives. Dr. Flint who
Look at window display for
located In Mora for some time, is
Big Reductions in other metal
now practicing in Watrous.
beds.'
Marion McComas, of Kansas City,
in Bulk
a brother of Russell and Ira Mc
Comas of this city, arrived yesterday
Package
for a visit of several weeks.
F. S. Hollington of El Paso, a mem
)
From Barteldes Seed
ber
of the supreme dam of the Inde()
Order of Beavers, will as
Co. It will pay you
pendent
()
sist at the installation of the Las Ve
to see our line before
()
gas dam tonight. Mr. Hollington arelsewhere.
() rived today.
Opposite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas
Lee and Joe Merrill, friends of J.
S. Duncan, jr., of this city, were
1
() visitors . in the city today, en route
(5) from their home in Los Angeles, to BEAVERS
WILL SWIM
Grocer and Butcher.
3
Si Chicago, where they expect to re
main for some time.
MUDDY WATERS TONIGHT
W. C. Oestrlch of the firm of Oes- trich and Drown of Albuquerque, ar
INVITATION DAY
rived thisf afternoon. Mr. Oestrloh Is AT FRATERNAL'-BROTHERHOOHALL 89 CHARTER MEMBERS
president of the Albuquerque dam of
TO BE INITIATEED
FOR NEW MEXICO Beavers. He will assist In the instal
lation of the Las Vegas dam this
Eighty-nin- e
candidates will tonight
evening.'
of
SUGGESTED
be initiated into the mysteries
PEOPLE OF THIS
of. Beavers and
Order
the
Independent
TERRITORY FOLLOW CALIP08T MASTER FAVORS IT.
ot
wilt become charter member
FORNIA'S EXAMPLE
Axwcaupanytng the petit Von of the Las Vegas Dam No. 81 ot that order.
clertos n4 carriers lor Sunday oloe- E. P. Davies,
of the
As the result of the observance of Ing of the East Las Vegas postoffloe Santa Fe dam, and W. C. Oestreich,
"Invitation' Day" by a million or so will go a strong recommendation fromn president ot the Albuquerque dam,
in
F. O. Blood that the
will be here and preside
of the citizens of California, many Postmaster
Mr. Blood, from the stallation Of the lodge. After the elec
be
granted.
received
postal
Las Vegans have
time the movement waa begun, has tion of the charter class two or more
cards, letters and other written invi- assured the clerks and carriers of his will be chosen to "swim the muddy
tations to visit the coast state dur support,' though on account of his of- waters." The others will sit on the
ine- the coming year. The scheme is ficial position, he did not take an ac bank and witness the fun, following
will be
a good one and undoubtedly has ad tive part in the securing of signatures which the entire eighty-nin- e
vertised California in every part of to the petitions. Practically every obligated.
The dam will then proceed to the
the United States and many portions patron of the office has signed the peof officers. Committees will
election
recommendation
of the world.
Blood's
Mr.
tition.
citizens
several
be
will
Is
appointed and plans laid for the
It
suggested by
that trie petition be granted likely
of thte city that such a movement bear considerable weight with the securing of club quarters for the dam.
the next thirty days or until
ha Rtnrted in New Mexico. On tho
postmaster general general. The pe- During
eve of statehood, a personal invita tition will be dispatched to Washing- the dam is installed in its home,
tion to visit the southwest, sent by ton tomorrow evening. Every person the meetings will be held weekly.
some friend residing here, would who has not signed' it Is requested to Later meetings will occur twice each
month. The charter members of the
create in the mind of the person re do so at once.
bunch.
are an enth-slast- ic
Mex
New
Beavers
to
see
desire
a
it
ceiving
was
talk
.'
t;
Beaver
but
in
else
Little
result
ico. This would ddubtlese
UNBROKEN
DENVER DEADLOCK
heard on the street today. If the
much good to New Mexico and hasten
Denver, i March 10. Considerable Las Vegas dam followe the example
its development.
caused at the Joint of those in Santa Fe and Albuquermerriment
folassembly of the legislature today,
que its membership is sure to in
States
United
for
crease rapidly.
lowing the balloting
senator when Senator Crowley moved
B. E. Hockaday, representative ol
that the two leading candidates be the supreme dam, will remain in las
PURELY VEGETABLE
eliminated from future balloting. The Vegas several weeks and will lend
how- the new dam, assistance in securing
REMEDY
joke became a serious matter,
THE ONE SAFEELOQD
d
Bott
and fitting up its club quarters. Tho
ever, when Representative
It is a generally recognized fact
an .amendment eliminating meeting tonight will be held in the
that medicine3 taken from the botan- candidates receiving tne snram. Fraternal Brotherhood hall on Founical kingdom are better adapted to number of votes. Lieutenant Gover- tain Square. But the blinds will be
the delicate human system, and safer nor
Fitzeera'd, who presides over the drawn and if you are not a member
in every way than those composed of
the threatened of the charter class you will miss the
Among joint assembly, quieted
strong mineral mixtures.
motions oui fun.
botn
"declaring
of
safest
vegetable panic by
the very best and
car
med-cin- e
amendment
preparations is S. S. S., a blood and of order.' Had. the
Children Who are Sickly
motion
tM&i
the
made entirely of roots, herbs
original
ried along
who value their own com
Mothers
as
to
combination
narrow
to
such
been
barks, in
the effect would have
welfare of their children,
fort
and
the
blood
of
all
purimake it the greatest
.th vote, from day to day until should never be without
a box of
fiers and the finest of all tonics.
of
the Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
forces
S. S. S. does not contain the least only the luiyieldlng
for use throughout the seaelfcf. in the field ana tine Children,
any form, and leaders
son. They Break up Colds, Relieve
particle of mineral inmedicine
selection
the
been
ntfgMt'have
for
any result
is an absolutely safe
Constipation, Teething
it is now there is Fevereishness,
While purifying the of & senater?t-M- i
one to use.
Disorders, Headache and Stomach
the
remedy
of
breaking
vegetable
this
Troubles. Used by Mothers for 22
great
blooS,
no Immediate prospect
THESE POWDERS NEVER
builds up every portion of the system. deadlock.
years.
FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores, 25c.
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases,
COULrPNOT WRITE
Dismailed FREE.
Address, Allen S.
Scrofula, Constitutional Blood
Ellsh
Green, Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
Mrs.
VersaWesT-Keases, and all impurities and morbid
conditions of the 'circulation. It is of thlsrtaceifW". "1 con,d not wrlte
for children; all
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
the different pains 1 .had, when I
perfectly reliable and safe
coma scarci
is hereby glvei to all tax
Notice
and little ones who have beeny-takI
ardui.
fed
first
tf
cornfulous anOItitl- or ikrNowYam
w,jfi, wvto run the se
CUCU
in
Precinct Number 29 of the
able
payers
other inherited blood troubles, can
and County of San Miguel, that I will be
work;
my
do
and
i
ti let mil1 VPCrtfL hi a remedy with
41.
ia&c kuia
'my neighbor; tell me the medicine in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, be
good results and without the slightest
a
as
'be good.' for I look so much bet tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 6 p. m.
danger. S.S.S. is unequalled, of must
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
every
portion
Cardui is a specific,
ter.1'
it
tonic; invigorates
blood
it
in
women,
the
receive returns of all taxable' proper
for
healthy
and
tonic remedy,
the system,
creates largely assists in overcoming past 60 "year it has been found to ty. Those falllng tq do80 within the
of the stomach
any derangement
need a relieve women's unnecessary' pains, specified t'me will be assessed by; me
and digestive system. If you
and female misery, for which over a according t$ Section 4035 of the com
blood medicine you could do no better
m
been
has
million Buttering women have success- piled law of 1897,' and a penalty of
S.
It
than to take S. S.
t.
our 25 per centMiJ be Imposed on, those
is
and
Try., Cardui'; for
more than forty years
tise
fully uaed-iwho fail to make returns, r
t L
the best. Book on troubles., ' If w'm
JOHN H." YORrtrABSessor.
th blood free to all who write
apr 30
store.
nearest
mig
Mta,
TtaB BWIti BFECltTff CO.,

ISeed

Spring Merchandise
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New Suits

New Dress Goods

New Neckwear

New Silks

New Belts

New Wash Goods

New Leather Goods

New Table Linens

New Novelties

New Embroideries

New Lace

n

league
New Coats
in their unprincipled efforts to defeat statehood for New Mexico efNew Dresses
forts which were entirely discredited
New Skirts
by the congressional committee on
territories the Rev. J. Wilburn Rose,
New Waists
fields to
searcning aoout lor new
a
conquer, has decided to reform Las
Vegas. He has lived here three or
luur iuuuuls anu nas 'Decome con
tiuced, evidently, that the people of
the city, many of whom have resided
here for a good many years, need his
helpful Influence in order that they
limy continue to abide In peace ami
irT.r MMiiAag
happiness.
The picture show has come under
the ban of the Rev. Mr. Rose's ill
approval. He believes this place
should be closed tightly all day Sun DR. MONTOYA
IS
day, and has notified the proprietors
that if they do not cease Sunday per
HIGHLY INCENSED
formances at once he will file charges against them with the district attorney. Mr. Rose, in a letter to the THE
picture show proprietors, a copy of
THREATENS TO TAKE
which he was considerate enough
FALL OUT OF K. C. 8TAR
send to The Optic, states the laws
of New Mexico make it an offense
The article concerning the versa
to do anything on Sunday besides
tile traits of Dr. G. S. Montoya, which
works of charity, necessity or mercy
was published some time ago in The
Perhaps, when the reverend gentle Kansas
City Star and which The Op- man gets the picture show closed.'Tie
tio reproduced, has aroused the ire
will use his Influence to stop the run
of the doctor. Dr. Montoya, has writ
ning of street cars, railway trains, the ten a letter
to the editor of The Star,
delivery of telegrams, the opening ot His
will give that worthy
epistle
restaurants and every other activity
to think about. The doc
which he thinks may mar the peace something
tor's 'otter follows:
and quiet of the Sabbath.
The Kansas City Star;
Rev. Mr. Rose Bays it is against the
Kansas City, Mo.
law to (attend any public meeting
Editor of The Kansas City Star:
or exhibition on Sunday except It be
Dear Sir: Refer! ng to an article
for religious worship. He threatens
was printed on volume XXXII,
that
to bring charges against everybody No. 90
of the Laa Vega Optic, of E.
he sees attending the moving picture Las
Vegas, N. M. Tuesday, February
slhow on Sunday. He also, In a veiled
the 21, 1911, page five first column;
manner, threatens to protest against it recites the
advantages of one that
the granting of a Sunday holiday to is a
a veterinarian and a
lawyer,
the clerks ktKL carriers of the East
And iwfaioh la claimed that
hypnotist.
Iaa Vegas postof flee unleaa the pic waa taken from the Kansas City Star,
ture show Is closed on Sundays. He
newp paper;
says such action would be Inconsis
It IS not Known, nu iwiwu vi
tent, and he could not lend hia sup- Bona that were lead with such a cer
port to it.
tainty as to stick their noses where
Rev. Mr. Rose does not suggest a there was a little danger of getting
substitute for the picture ehow. He them smashed, by the kick of the
seems to forget that but for it many mule; on which I was to make .the
young men would be frequenting mystic passes to put them out of the
places of far less repute." In a city danger, that would probably take
the size of Las Vegas the moving pic- place while they had their noses on
ture show is practically the only the way of the mule's kick, maybe.
amusement on Sunday evenings.
There is no doubt, that while the
Hundreds of decent,
state of New Mex. is in vervisit
and church-goinit,
people
progressive etate
satile, the
enjoy a hearty laugh or a few thrills of Mlssure, is inbecdle; read the ar
and go home. Yet Mr. Rose says they ticle that appeared on the above
are breaking the law In so doing. If stated news paper, and which, was
the churches, or rather the publicity taken from the Kansas City Star;
seeking brand of ministers, wish to and be convinced that they are in
deprive the residents of a city of in- capable oj taken an unsuccessful try
nocent pleasures on the day of rest, at most any old thing:
they at least should be willing to ofThey write of lawyers having tried
fer them something in return. They to hynotize Juries: To my belief, I
should make of their churches an at- think, that if a lawyer ever tries to
traction that will be a stronger draw- hynotize a jury with the intention to
ing force than the picture show or get favorable verdict in his behalf,
other amusement.
it would come to his own advantage
All men are essentially
religious. to meet with a criminal verdict
They against himself? Would not it be a
They are essentially
If
and
able
discourses,
enjoy hearing
little more mysterious, than the kick
the churches would offer them the
right sort of attraction, would attend
apservices
the
regularly. It
pears that men like the Rev. Mr.
Rose are in a great measure responsible for the increasing numbers of
empty seats in the churches on Sundays. His support for the Sunday
closing of the post office doubtless
will not be missed and his opposition
to Sunday opening of the picture show
TT
But the
doubtless will do no good.
C.pHMlPmldln
reverend gentleman will have the
B
$100,000.00
pleasure of thinking himself to be
an inspired reformer, born before his
time. While his mind is thus engaged other equally righteous people of
more breadth of mind and depth of
reason doubtless will be thinking
something entirely different
Rev. Mr. Rose undoubtedly thinks
he is a jealous laborer in the vineyard. He probably believes he is endowed with more courage than his
brethren of the cloth. He ia mistaken. They have a knowledge of
human nature and are possessed of
common sense. They are advocates
of the silent but thorough forces that
work for the betterment of mankind,
while he is an advocate of the polic
of making everybody subscribe to til
own
principles ;..principle!
-that antagonize people and prevent
the reverend gentleman from exercising to any extent what little Influence
he may possess.
.
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ESTABLISHED 1862

T

law-ahldi-

g

fair-minde-d.

of the mule? Perhaps.
In writing this article, I will try
to endeavor and give the Kansas
City Star; a little enlightment as to
the wonderful art of hypnotism. And
for this reason 1 will take pleasure
In writing a brief story of the wonderful art of hypnotism, which I hope
you will take pains in reading; for
your own beneft, and in doing eo you
will be safe whenever you have any
other' article to write
relating the
wonderful art of hypnotism and men
in versatile.,
Hoping that I will have the pleasure of seeing this article in print,
as well as receiving information as to
who waa the person or persons that
placed the above aforesaid article, to
be printed.
Very truly yours,

"WHO IS THE DEVIL?"
"Who is the Devil? Where Did He
Come From? What Will Be His Destination? Does He Really Exist?
Was He Always the Devil?" This
is the subject of an address to be
made Sunday
afternoon
at 2; 45
o'clock in the First Baptist church
by Rev. C. McReynolds. Mr. McRey-nold- s
says in regard to his sermon:
"The lecture to be given will deal
with these and eeveral other questions concerning that notable deceiver. He would like to have you
that he is dead, but we have
found him a live, active enemy who
has even the powers of death. All
have an interest in this subject. The
lecture Is free. Everybody is Invited."
be-liev-e

When you have rheumatism In your
foot or instep apply Chamberlain's
Office 1206 National Avenue, E. Las Liniment and you will get quick relief. It costs but a quarter.
Why
Vegas, N. M.
Suffer? For sale by all druggists.
G. S. MONTOYA,,

A LIQUOR CURE

Without a Eatilure

Endorsed and Recommended by AH Who Inves- tigate Its Merit. IT SAVES MEN
FROM DRINK
A Guaranteed Contract

The Neal internal
;
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker the habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each Jpatient agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming money at the end of third day.
treatment

more nervous. It takes away
all inclination to drink, all desire
and craving for drink by neutralizing the poison of alcohol in the
system and ridding the, blood of
the poison by a rapid process of
elimination leaving the drinker in
the same normal condition he was
in before tasting liquor, so far as
the effect of alcohol may be confor drink
cerned all appetite
gone and he a new man.

A Modern Treatment

The Neal is a Physician's
Cure for the drinkl habit; it is
the most modern and perfect of
known treatments, originated by
a physician, and ladministered by
experienced physicians. It 'never

fails.

!'

Call, write or phone 321 for free
book and copy of contract; Neal
Injections Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
The Neal internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.

San Miguel National Bahk
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President,

PRANK SPRINOER, Vlca President,

D.T.HOSKINS.Chl.r,
P. B. JANUARY,

Ast. Cuhier.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

You Will Endorse
.

3

Our savings bank, because our financial condition
is satisfactory in, every way. We guarantee you
security on all your deposits. Why don't you open

A Savings Account
With' us? One dollar will be sufficient

to start you
in the right direction. If you get the habit of depositing, as most all do, you'll soon have a goodly
amount to your credit.
,
i

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAfiit
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COLUMN

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the lonowing ae-scribed estray animal was taken up Bv
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
In
t:
One brown filly 2 years

Five thousand shoe workers
Sweden have been locked out
Fargo, N. D. labor organization are
planning to have the finest headquar
ters in the northwest.
Oklahoma City"B
Typographical
union is out for the 1912 convention
of the International
Typographical
'
anion.
,
last
the
Cigarmakthe
year
During
era' International union paid in sick
benefits $181,000: death benefits,
It gained 4,250 in member$230,000.
ship.

Optic's Number, Main 2.
ATES FOR CLASSIFIED AOVER
TISEMENTS
Five ctnti jper line each Insertion
Estimate fix ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be Booked at space actually set, with
eut regard to number of worde. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Male and Female
HetpjWanted
-

WANTED Hirst class cook.
Mrs.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.

for Sale
FOR SALE Fuller and Johnson gasoline farm pump engine; also thoroughbred brown leghorn chickens,
Main 156.
FOR SALE-- t Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chloka, $14.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order Mrs. Maggie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
FOR SALE

Legal blanka of aU descriptions. ) Notary seal and reo
orda at Tb Optlo office.

JFtor

Rent

FOR RENT CHEAP

room cottage
partly furnished, garden, chicken
house, barn, and cow lot, on car line.
Inquire 417 Eighth street.
4

Plans for the erection of a permanent headquarters for the San Fran
cisco labor council have taken defin- Ua form. The sum of $35,000 has
hppn nlndired bv the various unions.
By its new system of bonuses to
motormen, the interDourougn Transit
company of New York City, hopes to
keep down the consumption of power
and thereby save thousands of dol
lars.
Six of 'the seven trade unions in
the British . Iron foundry industry
havn rot f1 for amalgamation and a
conference has been called of repre
sentatives of 35,000 workers to carry
out the scheme.
The plan of a Japanese restaurant
keeper In Seattle to conduct his es
tablishment as a union house, em
ploying union cooks and waiters and
cashiers, will probably fall because
of the refusal of union waitresses to
work for a Japanese.
The third union coal mine to be
operated by the farmers' union in
southern Colorado, has been opened
near Erie. Oolo. It is run on a co
operative plan, union men are em'
ployed, many of the miners being
as stockhold
personally interested
ers.
The analytical government reports
shows that the average southern, cot
ton mill family has 6.6 members, with
3.8 of them working in the mill. The
3.8 members earn each year an aver- are of $822, or an average yearly
wage for each of $216.31, or $4.16 a
week.
Answering a call for assistance from
the exponents of the women's eight- hour law, the San Francisco Church
Federation has Issued a letter to its
members asking that something be
said in the churches In support of
the bill to wroteot women In the In
dustrlal field.
Bills have been Introduced Into the
legislatures of pregon and Washington which pro vide that all goods
manufactured by convicts In etate
prisons shall be mo labeled Jn order
that people may distinguish between
goods produced by free union labor
from those which are the output of
prison labor.
A new shop managed by women
for and by women Is to be opened in
New York City. It is to be known
as the Label, because each article
sold in the shop will be marked with
a label showing that the conditions
reunder which it was made are
garded fair to the emlploye.

To-wl-

old.

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to tnu
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ai
vertisement, paid estray win do Boa
by this Board for the benelit o!
owner when found.
CATTLE

SANITARY

THE

OPTIC

LAS VEGAS

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

IS

ID YOU EVER stop to think

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern mat tne lonowing qs-scrlbed estray animal was taken up by
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One bay stallion.
Branded
H
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to thia
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this a1vertisement. said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the1 benefit of the
owner when found.

jhat every family
as
should have.lhe Uptic
part ot its

A

NECESSITY
The father wants news while it is tresh, he wants to
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
with his business acquaintances the timely events of

To-wl- t:

CATTLE

SANITARY

to discuss intelligently
he day.

o

-

-

o
i

a

Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the evening.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable
t
every member of your family.

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

to

Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
and the world at large.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One brown filly.
Branded
H
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

New Mexico

To-wl- t:

CATTLE

Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank

Send to my address

SANITARY

BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, "11.

on

15 Cents a Week
BY

Name1.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom !t
nay concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
SMI
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
8
10
One bay mare
or
years old.
Branded
On left Jaw .
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom jt
Branded
concern that tne following de
On left shoulder
EO may
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
Branded
One red and white steer.
On left hip
weighs about 800 lbn.
Branded
' '"
Branded
On left shoulder
On loft lib.
Said animal belnz unknown ta thi.
SaU animal being unknown to tain
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24. '11. said data belnir in Board, unless, claimed by owner on o.
March 24, '11, said date being 10
before
days after last appearance of this adafter
last appearance of this au
days
said
vertisement,
estray will be sold
be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner wnen found.
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuaueraue. N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11. First
pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar, 14, '11.
To-wi- t:

until I order it discontinued THE

DAILY OPTIC.

Mail or Carrier

Address

o

O

with white face, weighs about 600
AND
THE LOBBY
lbs.
Branded
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER8
On left ribs
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
THE
Branded
FOR RENT Three convenient house
R
On left hip
keeping rooms, furnished 921 IJn
Maid animal being unknown to this
y
cola.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
last appearance of this ad
after
days
LOCAL TIME CM)
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
owner when found.
evenings each month, at Fraternal
Regular com man
WEST BOUND
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Brotherhood haJl. Visiting Brothers
and
first
cation
Albuquerque, N. M.
Arrive
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
First pub. Mar. 3, lasit pub. Mar. 14, '11,
third Thursday in
No.
1:60 P.
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.
VisitT
each month.
No.
6:15 A.
cor
brothers
Advertisement
ing
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Estray
NO.
No.
5:15 P.
i
Notice la hereby given to whom It dially Invited. William H. Stapp, W.
102 Meets every Monday night at
No.
'
6:35 P.
may concern that the following de M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
Estray Advertisement
their hall In the Schmidt building,
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It scribed estray animal was taken up by
Depart
Notice is hereby given to whom it
vest of Fountain Square, a eight
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
VEGAS
LAS
N.
M.
Walter
Coleman,
Elk,
concern
the
de
that
may
concern
No.
following
2:10 P. M.
may
that the following deRt:
One
TEMPLAo'clock.
sorrel
KNIGHTS
faced
blazed
was
Visiting members are coranimal
taken
scribed
up
scribed estray animal was taken up by
by
estray
No.
6:20 A. M.
mare 5 or 6 years old.
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
welcome. Fred Philips, presi-- ,
Jas.
A.
second
dially
M.
Richardson.
N.
conciTi
Lafferty.
Regular
No.
6:40 P. M.
Branded
One black cow about 10
iwwn: une rea mottieiaced cow.
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
Tuesds in each month at
'
CHAIR AWAITS NEGRO
On left Jaw
No.
7:00 P. M- aiso one rea mottieraced calf, both
old, weight about 750 lbs.
years
m.
C.
U
Baily, Treasurer.
7:30
p.
at
Masonic
10.
Tiiuple
Arrange
Trenton, N. J., March
Branded
Branded
m
Branded
Charles
Tamme,
S.
H
C;
On
at
the
left
Boniner,
ments
are
about
ribs
On
shoulder
.
left
completed
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
On left ribs
EAST BOUND
Kecorder.
state prison for the electrocution of Said animal belng'unknown to this
Branded
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesSaid animal being unknown to this
Arrive
On left thigh
John Sears, the mulatto who robbed Board, unless claimed by owner on or
unless claimed by owner on or
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
day of the month in the vestry
No. 2
9:10 P. M. and murdered Rev. Amzl L. Arm before March 24, '11, said date being 10 Board,
Said animal being unknown U una
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
M.
No. 4
11:25 P.
and his wife, at Dutch Neck aays alter last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad' Board, unless claimed by owner on or
In each
tion
Monday
first
strong
p. m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock,
No. 8
1:15 A. M. last November. Unless there Is an un vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold before March 24, '11, said date being 10
month at Masonic Temple,
this
Board
by
. inivted.
for
the
last
of
Isaac ' AppeL
benefit
after
cordially
the
of
this
ad
ot
days
this
for
appearance
Board
benefit
the
the
by
No 16
1:45 P. M. locked for
respite Sears will meet his owner when found.
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- - President;
vertisement, said estray will be sold
owner when found.
Chas. Greenclay, SecCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
end In the electric chair early in the
by this Board for the benefit of the
Depart
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ledge. H. P.: Chas. H.
retary.
owner when found.
Albuauerouo. M.
N. M.
No. 2
9:15 P. M. coming week.
Albuquerque,
Sporleder, Secretary.
Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11 First pub. Mar. 3, last
First
pub.
CATTLE
BOARD.
SANITARY
'11
Mar.
14,
pub.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
11:30 P. M.
No. 4
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
Albuquerque, N. M.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
J....
1:25 A. M
No. 8
Mar.
3,
First
'11.
Mar.
last
14,
pnb.
pub.
S. Meets second and fourth Thurs
Estray Advertisement
2:10 P. M COSTS BUT A TRIFLE
in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
No. 10
Thursday
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Ag
building.
VlsiUag members are cordeconcern
the
that
following
may concern that the following de may
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tho
Warning to Railroad Men
John W. Slokelsmith, Greensboro,
dially invited. W. 3. Tipton. G. K.;
scribed eatray animal was taken up by
CURECATARRH
TO
scribed
animal
was
estray
taken
Lookout for severe and even danup by Francisco L. Galvez, Ojo Caliente, N
mas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Pa- -, haa three! children, and like most
E. P. MackeU F. S. '
waiter uoieman, lK, N. M.
gerous kidney and bladder trouble rechildren they frequently take cold,
M.
A. Howell, Secretary.
Minerva
Mrs.
8
One
10
brown mare
or
from years of railroading.
' O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE
t:
"We have trlel several kinds of cough
One brown six year old sulting
NO. 1
How many readers of the Optic years old.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St, Fort
Meets every Monday evening ai
steer.
medicine," he says, "but have never know that in Inland Australia where
Branded
was
conInd.,
Wayne,
a
many
years
found any yet that did them as much
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
EL
Branded
1,
II O ductor on the Nickel Plate. He
their hall on sixth street All TintOn left Jaw
says:
On left ribs
II O
good as Chamberlain's Cough Rem the mightiest of eucalyptus trees grow
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
ing Brethren cordially invited to atof
left
Is
years
"Twenty
no con
Branded
in abundance, that there
my
FT Said animal being unknown to this kidneys in terriblerailroading
edy." For eaty by all druggists.
every Monday evenOn left shoulder
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
condition.
There
or
unless
claimed
of
owner
on
or
diseases
catarrh
the
Board,
by
sumption,
was a continual pain across my back
In Castle HaU.
ing
'
V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secret
before
March
Branded
said
24,
Rogers,
date
10
'11,
being
tract.
and hips and my kidneys gave me
If you have trouble la getting rid respiratory
On left thigh
Visiting Knights are
1x4
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
days after last appearance of this ad- much
tary;
out
thrown
The
balsam
refreshing
and the action of my
of your cold you may know that you
vertisement, said estray will be sold bladderdistress,
cordially invited.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
was frequent and most painare not treating it properly. There by these trees fills tne air and if
this Board for the benefit of the
by
Charles E.
barred out on left thigh. owner when found.
ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
Is no reason iwjhy a cold should hang breathed into the lungs by the inhab
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODChancellor
Pills and the first bottle made a wonSaid animal being unknown to this
oil for weeks find It will not If you itants and all germ life Is destroyed.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
derful Improvement and four bottles
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Commander;
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. If
M.
N.
Harry Meets the
Albuquerque,
cannot
catarrh
have
go
you
you
me
cured
March
before
10
24,
second and fourth Tuessaid
date
'11,
Since
all
sale
Mar.
toy
For
being
First pub.
completely.
8, last pub. Mar. 14, H.
druggists.
being
Martin, Keeper of
to Inland Australia except at great days after last appearance of this adcured 1 have recommended Foley Kidof
each
days
month In the W. O. W.
Records
and
Seal.
ney Pllte to many of my railroad
expense, but you can breathe it right vertisement, said estray will be sold
hall at 8 p. m.' C. Clay. Venerable)
Advertisement
Board
this
friends.'
O.
Estray
Q. Schaefery
for, the benefity of the
and Red
The most common cause of Insom in your own home the same pleasant by
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk.
Notice is hereby given to whom it Cross Drug Co.
baldy Lodge no. 77,
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham- soothing, healing, germ killing air as owner when found.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
concern
, SANITARY
dethat
may
the
CATTLE
BOARD.
following
neighbors are cordially in.
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
' Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
and third Wednesdays of each
vited.
correct these disorders and enable you would breathe If you were living In
Emitt
Las
M.
A Special Medicine for Kidney AilIsaacks,
Cruces, N.
First pub. Mar. ), last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
montn at Fraternal Brotherhood
you to sleep. For sale by all drug the eucalyptus district of Australia.
One ' brown cow, weighs
ments
,
hail. A. E. Hayward, F. te'; W. A.
Just breathe HTOMEI; it is made
gists.
DENTISTS.
750
about
lbs.
Many elderly people have found in
y
Givens, Secretary. Visiting memfrom Australian eucalyptus and
Branded
Estray Advertisement
F. R. LORD
'
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick rebers cordially Invited.
On left ribs
combined with thymol and
Notice la hereby given to whom It
lief and permanent benefit from kid. DENTIST
Said animal being unknown to tUui ney and bladder ailments and from an- B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
other antiseptics employed In the may concern that the following deOffice Pioneer Bulldlna
scribed' estray animal was taken up by Board( unless claimed by owner on or noying urinary Irregularities due to
Llsterian system.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Rooms
before
and 4
March
said
M.
date being 10 advancing years. Isaac N.
24, '11,
Las Cruces, N.
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI in the Emitt Isaacks,
Regan,
month at O. R. C. hall.
Office Phone Main 57
Visiting
One 5 year old cow, weighs days after last appearance of this ad- Farmer, Mo., says:
"Foley's Kidney
inhaler and breathe it, and as it passes about 700 lbs.
Brothers are .cordially invited. J. K.
vertisement, said estray will be sold Remedy effected a complete cure
Residence Phone 4td
in '
this
Board
for
over
membrane
Infected
benefit
by
the
the
catarrh
the
Branded
of
Martin, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Concase
and
want
I
to
ENGRAVERS TRINTMW
know
bp!
others
my
owner when found.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
On right ribs
It kills the germs and heals the raw,
of It" O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
don, Secretary.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Co.
DENTIST
inflamed surface.
Drug
Said animal being- unknown to this
MEN
RED
Meet
in Fraternal Broth- Suite
Albuquerque, N. M.
4. Crockett
Buildin.
w..
HYOMEI is guaranteed to cure ca- Board,' unless claimed by owner on or First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
hall
erhood
the
of
the
fourth
sleep
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
Phones
Pille
at
Foley
office
Kidney
and
sore
and
residence
colds,
croup
tarrh, coughs,
Thursday of each month, eighth
after last appearance of this adNeutralize and remove the poisons
throat or money back. Complete out- days
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting brothvertisement, said estray will be sold
that cause backache, rheumatism, nerEstray Advertisement
ATTORNEYS
Extra by thla Board for the benefit of the
fit including Inhaler $1.00.
Notice la hereby given to whom It vousness and all kidney and bladder
ers always welcome to the wigwam. wso. a. Honker
Chester u
may concern 'that the following de- Irregularities. They build up and re- , W. O. Wood, sachem; David
bottles of HYOMEI cost but 50 cents. owner when found.
Flint,
BOARD.'
HUNKER
SANITARY
scribed
was
animal
, CATTLE
taken
store
HUNKER
natural
estray
the
action
by
up
of
these
vital
and
Sold Jby all druggists everywhere
chief of records and collector of
Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Albuquerque, N. M.
organs.
at
Law
Attorneys
G.
E.
by
Murphey.
One 3 year qld heifer, red Drug Co.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
wampum.
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Roping a Lion

By BUFFALO JONES
In CollWs Weakly '

American Cowboys Show Their Skill
and Courage Among the Wild Beasts of
British East Africa
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It was not a new idea. For some Missouri Jack. another
western gradually down the fissure toward
time the plan of capturing the wild bloodhound, gave a
yelp. the plain, but she soon became deanimals of Africa cowboy-wise- ,
with Whereupon Old John gave one of his fiant. We kept Up a regular cannona rope, had been in my mind, but deep clarion jells, and the whole ading, and hurled sticks and stones
when we left Nairobi on March 2, pack of Airedale terriers, and others at her from above, but to little ef1910, the residents
we were off on the chase. Pell-mepiedicted
they fect.
would either fail or be eaten up went as fast as my horse could go.
Finally, I secured a long pole, put
alive.' The plan wag to rope and cap- Soon we passed Scull and and the my noose over the end of It and
ture a rhinoceros, a lion, and' such camera brigade t
attempted to slip It over the neck
other animals as we could find; buf"Lions!' 1 shouted. "Come!" And of the infuriated beast. She looked
falo being then in the awamps and the chase went on. The
dogs were up at me, and her. eyea flashed fire
thickets, It was, of course, impossible bellowing furiously on tho trail, heads and anger. I ducked behind (he rocks
to get at them wfth ropes. No very high in the air no
longer need to and looked for Means. He was ready.
definite plans were adopted, as we sniff the ground. This told me the I ventured to peep over again. The
were uncertain how the
animals quarry had just passed, and the trail lioness had moved further down.
would behave.
The cowboys Mar- was hot. Far in front I taw an ob- Then, by hurling another cannon
shall B. Loveless
and
Ambrose I. ject rise above a patch of weeds and cracker or two, she broke for the
Means and myself wero to drive or then dart straight away and disai-pea- open country, but the dogs overtook
entice the animals in front of the
behind a cliff that projected and bayed her near a little thorn
.'
motion-pictur- e
machines and then from the hills- bush.
toadcamera
lasso them; a man with a gun was
his
Here
Kearton
"Two lions" I yelled,f6r""i, saw
to guard the operators of the moving-at hie
with
XJlyate
standing
planted,
by the dogs' actions there were two
picture
rifle in hand, and a native or
machines in case the trails.
side,
trusthad
I
They
separated.
animals should charge.'
ed Old John, knowing he had never two with spears to help finish the
cam
We bad no difficulty with the wild fooled me.
It was a long ract, up lioness if she came toward the
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will
or the giraffe or the eevai cat or che-ta- was
and we forged ahead wanted her and is our meat. I
reached,
see
various processes by
The hart-beewas troublesone over rocks, fissures, through vine and lead the way and you must not go
a foot nearer to her than I do." I
because of Its great speed. We cap- thorn bushes at a terrific
oil is extracted and refined
pace The dashed
tured three, but oniy after one had hounds had
past and hurled the rope, but
gained on me up the
be made
realize
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badly gored a horse.
to Kitchen
Mil, and their ivoicps could be heard it fell short. Again I made a throw,
The rhino gave us a long, hard, only faintly. Finally there was a lull while Means was arranging his rope,
hands
never
oil
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Cottolene
followed and
tedious fight. The animal was too for a moment, then a tromendous but missed. Means
'' is made, you
strong to be held by the horses; we roar. Again the voice of Old John missed. We were obliged to keep up
realize
is more
Cottolene
why
Just worried 'him and finally threw broke upon my car, but unlike that the struggle before she was rested.
wholesome
lard ever can be.
and tied Mm to a tree. The fight during the chase. Then Missouri Again I threw, but fell short. Again
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a
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makes
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ever
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roped a lion!"
When, toward nightfall, after five tired out and had stopped.
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lioness, turn ing
frying purposes,
pat her at great Bpeed, as
broken away as he regained his ed on her pursuers. As she sighted
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saw
the lioness had
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planned.
strength.
me, she stood straight up, with head
rne lion proved to be the most high in the air and mouth wide open crouched down. The end of her tail
She fixed her hind
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difficulty in finding any lions; and, the same time she struck both fore
"Look out, she may come this
with
an
Co"olfe
pails
'n
finally, it was only by using as bait feet hard upon the rocks, as if to
Sold in Bulki. keep it clean, fresh and wholesome, and top to.it
.
a dead rhino which Loveless had say: How dare you encroach upon my time!"
prevent
trom catching dust and absorbing
was already coming, and, as
She
disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
killed In
that we finally sacred throne? I was not more than he hurled the
lasso, a terrible roar
found our prey.
150 feet from her. I grabbed my
came from her throat and she went
The hunt started at daybreak. rope from the pommel of the saddle,
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
at him as if shot out of a gun. We
Loveless and Means were despatched and soon had a noose swinging in
both spurred our horses. The lioness
two miles to the southwest to keep the air, and advanced to within iO
gained at every Jump" as we eped
a sharp lookout that no lion escaped feat of her.
southward, the only direction we
in that direction. Scull, Kearton and
Sj long na she kept thai position could go, the banks on all sides preUlyate climbed to the top of a pro- and bluffed in that manner. I- - lost venting any other course.
Mean's
jecting headland of volcanic rocks no time. The rope hissed in the air horse, having such momentum, soon
which rose fully five hundred feet. and away it went ever her. 'out hit
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a twi.? Just aoove Ler heal and fcil pursuer. The lioness was after nlm.
Just south of our camp, a half-milAfter to the rock in front. If she aad o;ily Suddenly she tufned on me on my
lay the carcass of a rhino.
i. i nil.
one step forward 1 would right eide was a high precipice and
traveling about a quarter of a mile blepped
Ikbmto - ia.d iyr -- footi iust J:W witti mouth wide open, fangs "glisten. his, he paseed it over the limb of a " ,;" INTERNATIONAL BOXING '"
Bhot the previous day as meat for nipped her hind leg and Jumped tack. ing In the gunllght, and loud roar, she tree.. Means withdrew his rope, and
Paris, March 10. Beginning today
dogs and natives which had been Like a whirligig she changed ends made a desperate effort to cut me Loveless threw his noose on the and continuing for a week or longer,
to grass above the beast's head. This Paris is to be the meeting place of
partly eaten, "dragged a couple of and defied the doge. Again I threw oft. But the horse, appearing
rods, and left under a thorn tree- the rope and hit her on the hack. realize the situation, flew for life was all done quickly. I galloped Bai-di- e the first international boxing conWHOLESALE DEALERS- Around she turned and roared at me. and carried me safely from the jaws
out a few rods and secured a Ions gress that ever has been held. The
"Lions sure" was my verdict.
mountain She was furiously mad.
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of the lioness.
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growl.
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Try on ill, in The Optic's
"Want Columns"
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WE HAVE IN FRUITS
Winter Nellis Pears
Grape Fruit

.

Bananas

Oranges
Lemons
Tangerines
Cranberries
Colorado, California and Oregon Apples

'
- .

,

No long waits
shop.

,

,

'

SPADING FORKS
'
SPADES
?5HQVELS
RAKES

at lens's

Euffet
Home dressed

chickens tomorrow

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock

California Head Lettuce
'
Radishes
Green Onions
Carrots
,
Parsley
Parsnips
Soup Bunches
Cauliflower
'
Spinage
Oyster Plant
New and Old Cabbage
Sweet Potatoes
Native and California Celery

at Long's Buffet.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

s

White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran Corn, Corn Chops
AND

Rev. C. McReynolds today purchas
ed the, residence of J. B. Washburn
on Third street He and his family
Mr,
will occupy the .home at once.
McReynolds came here a short time
ago from Wisconsin. He Is a min
ister' of the Seventh Day Adventlst
church and Is endeavoring to organize
a congregation of that faith here.
-

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

The Optic has discovered the first
woman who objects to having her
age stated below the actual figure,
She Is a bride of a few days. Through
a typographical error ten years was
clipped oft her age when the license
was published. Anyhow, if looks had
anything to do with it, th agr .pubUsbed would hav .been correct.

ESTABLISHED 18 7.6

The

W. O Southard,

First National Bank
Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

the new manager

of the Las Vegas Traction and Power
company, has rented the home of J.
P. Geyer on the Boulevard and is
moving his household effects Into the
residence. Mr. Southard has made the
acquaintance of a large number of Las
Vegas people since coming here last
week and he and family are wel
comed to this city.

OF

.it,1-

Mi

In celebration of their victory over!
the Normal last night, the High
school students will have a big bonfire In the vacant space northwest of
the Castle building and east of tha
Sanitarium tonight Boxes will be
piled high and when darkness comes
the torch will be applied. Las Vegas
people who read this won't think a
conflagration is raging in that part of
the city when they see the blaze. Per
mission of the mayor for the bonfire
was given. There are no buildings
within a wide area and there is no
danger of the spread of the fire.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

PLANT NOW

'In the Garden- - GLADi,dI;u3!BFtoe
BEGONIA
I 11 tllC HnilCA
ONION SETS
llUUbC- - T.UBEROUS
BULBS,
each, for
15c

462,

25c.

& Son

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main

2

Ranch Phone 276.

RED AND WHITE

LEST YOU FORGET, WE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF

Salt Fish

Fresh Fish
SUCH

x

Graaf

.

J. ill.
FOR 8ALE

Poultry

'

'
.

Turkeys, Geese,
Hens, Springs,

Ducks

Hamo

Rabbits, etc,

,

,.,

Hayward Co. Store

u

05c Each

J

A

t't: V.

Shirts in colors that will not

fadeishirts in plain or

pleated bosoms, shirts with
cuffs attached or detached
NOW ON DISPLAY.

SEE SHOW WINDOW

GREENBERG ER
"A Square Deal"

confident that

--Fe- eling

there would be greater demand
than ever this
the house wives of Las
spring by
we have now on display the
for
Linoleum
Vegas
finest line ever shown in Las Vegas Vour kitchen needs linoleum, so do your knees.

J.

'

JOHNS EN

C.

if

'

& SON

-

imficir!! kitpiicii r innscTct
ucENsra

Aorm-- s

fob

Your

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

WANTED
Good reliable farmer

to lease or
buy small farm a quarter of a mile
fronfcity limits. Good house of five
rooms and bath with city water, large
barns and chicken houses.
Plenty
of water for Irrigating all the land.
Inquire of Harris Real Estate Com
2t
pany.

ADVERTISED

LETTER

LIST

Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending March 10, 1911:
Mists Marguerite Anson;
Sr. Don
Ataviano Arasolo; Nlede Baca; Geo.
Bliss; Owen P. Barber; Mr. and Mrs.
William Bates; Mrs. J. Curry; Mrs.
Nicolas Gurule; Mrs. Carolina Gonzalez; Joe Howard; Mm Annie H. Hil
lary; A. G. Hamer Notion Co.; William Hind; D. J. Lilly; Margarita
Otto Palmer; Mrs. Libradlta
A, E.
Perelda; Wm. ' Richardson;
Stancell; Miss Bessie Sherrard; E. H.
Sena.
Letters held for postage and better
directions:
Mrs. Chas. Rumsey, ServiUe, N. M.
Mr. Santiago Boney, Watrous, N. M.
Postcards held for postage and better directions:
Miss Anna Dosoher, New York, New
York; H. E. Wilch, Rawson, Ohio;
Adam J. Wilch, Arlington, Ohio.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O.' BLOOD, Postmaster,

SCREENED'cfflos LUMP
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Dm W.
Foot of Main St.

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap . is used
to clean them.

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
;luilding Job Work a Specialty
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio

CONDON
Phono Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
It does not shrink them nor-ruthe colors In the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap Is made as long and soft
aa when new. '

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone M6Jn 227.

t

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

The Kareful Kfcthing Kleaning Ko.
v v:

v

-

Pa-dill-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.'

'

They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific me- thod.

Goods Called for and Delivered

Good Things
to Eat

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450

McMenamin's Deviled Crabs
Ferndell Clams
Ferndell Tiny Beets
Ferndell Asparagus Tips
White Bear and Crown
dines

IB dp

Peanut Butter
Vezet (dutch made) Cheese
Ferndell Shrimp (wet or
Beech-N-

ut

dry)
Sardines in Peanut Oil
t

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

Star and Sea Crest Lobster

614 Lincoln Avenue

0d (w on os) ud

Famous Shoes for Men
'?":!
!'

ii

No illustrations cam do justice to our spring
line of BOSTONlANpRESS SHOES.
Let us suggest that you coine in and rs.ee if
we naven 1 tne largest! anaj most(
line of footwear in .this; citk in'lbw cuts'' and
high shoes.
M.U;9A aucj
Ill

,

Currant or

Grape Jelly
and a host of other things to
tempt the appetite

.up-Q-da-

;

,;

te

;

n

$3.50, $4;$4.30, 5

AT

Frank Revell,
GROCER.

II

I

Valuable House and Lots in Las
Vegas, N. M.
Desiring to change my residence
from Las Vegas by reason of my poor
health, I offer to sell my house and
lots situated on the south side of the
park in said town.
The building Is 2 story, built of
stone, adapted for business, comprising rooms and backyards, with fixtures
for electric lights and water pipes,
The rooms now occupied bring me a
monthly rent of J75.00.
I will sell the premises for $6,500,
Terms: $3,500 paid In hand, and
$3,000 In one year, secured by mortf
gage of the premises.
Address all oorresponce to
TRINIDAD ROMERO, Sr.
Las Vegas, N. M.
trip
mwf 15
taken during the next two days with February 22nd, 1911.
little expense or Inconvenience by
visiting "Culba on Wheels," the ex TRY YOUR LUCK AND HELP A
GOOD CAUSE
position car that is standing on the
side track near the Santa Fe passenFrpm Feb. 2 to the 28th, a day and
ger station. The car contains pro- night shift has been at work at El
ducts of Cuba, Including fruits, vege- Porvenir Mine, and are in 60 feet
tables, grains and everything raised Good ore Is in sight and prospects
there. Interesting articles are sam- are very promising. All those wish
ples of Cuban clothing, miniature ing to subscribe please call at Ro
Cuban homes and pictures of Cuban mero Merc. Co., our 10 per cent plan
people. The ear was fitted out to ad- Is within your reach. We would be
vertise Cuba and give the people of pleased to have you come and in
the United States an idea of Its vast spect the mine. We have a man there
resources. An admission fee of ten to show you and explain all you wish
cents, to defray expenses is charged. to know.
The car will be here until Tuesday
MARGARITO ROMERO,
evening.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Real March weather was on tap to- in the wood. Direct from
distillery
day in Las Vegas. The wind blew to you. At the Lobby, of course.
with the persistency characteristic of
that month. "March hair" was not
an uncommon eight on the streets,
the wind having disarranged pompadours of the ladles oil their shopping tours. It has been suggested
that rudders and Tropefllor be i attached to the larger hatd as It la difficult matter to steer them against
the wind.

There aire people who seem to live
on Easy street without even paying
the rent.

;

&
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Beech-Nu-

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish
Sa,mon
Halibut
Fennan Haddie. etc.

i5c Per Quart
50c Per Gallon

jjew jjorway Mackerel
Figh
Salt Herring, etc.
Also Canned Fish of all Kinds.

Halibut
Catfish
Sea Bass
Baricuda,
RedSnapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

W fl

A new and Important feature of the
and sign summer school of the Normal UniAutomohlle, carriage
nsinfcln hv a oractlcal painter. 429 versity this year will be the teaching
Grand avenue.
of agriculture. A normal course in
this study will be given under the
See our window, full of spring direction of Professor John Baker of
stvlea in Bostonlan dress shoes In the science department It is the Inblack and tan at Talchert's.
tention of the Normal to fit every
teacher from the country districts
Chicken dinner with pineapple sher who attends tie summer school for
bet at the White Kitchen Sunday, 25c. instructing his pupils In the princiFish every day during Lent
ples of farming. Dry farming will bo
the subject most extensively dealt
Francisco Delgado, who is employed
with, it being the Normal desire
In th Winters Drug store on Bridge that
every student in the county
street, la threatened with an attack schools know the principles on
of pneumonia.
which that Important branch of agriIs conducted. This will enculture
Tomorrow evening the members of able
farmers' sons and daughters
the
the men's basketball team of the to assist' them In developing dry
High school will entertain the girls'
in New Mexico.
team of the same school at a luncheon farming,
to be served at the Castaneda.' '
A
to the island of Cuba can be
Dr. H. M. Smith's new motor car
has arrived. It is a fore-doo-r,
Overland, 1911 model, and
Is a beauty. Will Rogers, who Is
agent for the Overland car,- la about
to close orders for. several more of
these autos which, promise to be as
DODular as other well knwn makes
owned by Las Vegans.

"PUR PRIDE FLOUR"

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,-As'- t

balance of week,
Thursday,
Friday and Saturday we
will, offer a $1.25 value in
men's shirts. All sizes from
J lull, 14 to 17, at

FOR the

Phones Main 379.

-

Timothy Hay

Phone Main

LUDWIG

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fanor Eowns. 1017 Tllden- - Telephone
Main 357.

'

-

SPECIAL SALE AT
GREENBERG E R'S

at Pete Roth's.

'

-

,

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over the bar

IN VEGETABLES
Extra Fancy Tomatoes from Mexico

Shirts

Garden Implements

LOCAL NEWS

At TAID HERTS'

BQU.CHER'S
(the
Coffee Man.)
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Next to

Wells-Farg- o

Express Company
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